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DEAR READER,
Welcome to our first printed issue of 2021 – to ensure you continue 
to receive a free copy of the magazine through the post, head to the 
‘Subscribe’ tab on www.autotechnician.co.uk if you have not updated your 
preferences in the past six months. And talking of great value…

Although independent workshops and technicians have not received the 
acclaim of other essential key workers, you have continued to keep the UK 
moving over the past year and continue to provide real value for money 
and a customer focussed service. Rob Marshall stresses how the quality 
aftermarket must continue to demonstrate its considerable worth, by not 
only helping vehicles to recover from the consequences of past lockdowns 
but also to ready them for the challenges ahead, at least until their next 
service interval. He focusses on how glow plugs, engine lubrication, filtration 
and exhaust systems are likely to have responded to multiple short trips, 
or even inactivity, during a particularly harsh winter in his technical articles, 
starting on page 20.

Many a forum or Facebook group is filled with disgruntled technicians and 
workshop owners who are working all the hours under the sun to turn a 
small profit or receive recompense that would seem scandalous in other 
trades. In our cover story, we state the findings of the Independent Garage 
Association’s recent study into labour rates and talk about the benefits of 
charging assessment fees and charging more to repel unwanted custom.

We also have plenty of practical advice, including several case studies in this 
issue – we hope these provide a few tips to help discover faults faster.

NICOLA ST CLAIR
EDITOR

 facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
twitter.com/autotech_mag

* View and download previous digital issues at: 
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      industry
MOT TRAINING DEFICIT
The Institute of the Motor Industry (IMI) has identified a 
significant deficit in the number of MOT testers who have so 
far completed their training and assessment for 2021. Steve 
Nash, CEO of the IMI, believes that the government’s extension 
to MOT tests in 2020 is having a huge knock-on effect on 
MOT testers’ workloads. Combined with the restrictions on the 
numbers of technicians who can be in the workplace at any 
one time during the lockdown, this could result in a serious 
reduction in DVSA approved MOT testers in 2021.

“The bottom line is that if the MOT test market shrinks this 
presents a real risk to road safety”, explained Steve Nash. 
“We welcomed the announcement by the DVSA just before 
Christmas that the deadline for completion of the assessment 
for this year was going to be extended to 30th April 2021.  
However, what concerns us is that our industry professionals 
who are already under considerable pressure may leave taking 
the assessment until the last minute. And with the higher pass 
rate now required by the DVSA, this will give them no room for 
retakes, meaning they could lose this important income stream 
for their business.”

Addressing the current heavy workload of many MOT testers, 
the IMI MOT Training and Assessment package has a focus on 
e-Learning. The 3-hour training module can be completed in
bite-size chunks and it also gives technicians the opportunity
to retake the assessment up to three times if they’re not
happy with their score on the first or second attempt. This is
particularly important as the DVSA now requires a pass rate of
80%.

Once training is completed, MOT technicians automatically 
receive free membership to the IMI as well as access to the IMI 
community to continue their learning.

To find out more, visit www.bit.ly/IMILearn
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Snap-on has revamped its parts-ordering website – 
making it easier for customers to access spare and 
replacement components for their garage equipment.

Products are available from the company’s Sun, John 
Bean and Hofmann equipment ranges, including 
wheel alignment, emissions analysers, air conditioning 
machines, brake testers, lifts, commercial diagnostics, 
tyre changers and wheel balancers.

New customers can receive a 10% discount on their first 
parts and consumables order after they register their 
details. Visitors to the site will also have access to the 
latest limited-time offers. 

https://tss.snapon.co.uk

SNAP-ON LAUNCHES PARTS & CONSUMABLES 
WEBSITE

SOS RESET: KIA RECALL
Kia Motors is recalling Sorento models produced between 1 
September and 14 December 2020 to reset and update the 
eCall system governing the vehicle’s eCall SOS feature. 965 cars 
sold in the UK are affected.

In case of an accident, the Sorento’s eCall system normally 
transmits the VIN to the emergency call centre. However, if an 
airbag were to be deployed in one of the affected vehicles the 
VIN would not be transmitted.
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Following a recent Freedom of Information request to the 
DVSA, BookMyGarage.com has identified a surge in the 
number of cars failing MOT tests due to emissions. Almost 1.3 
million vehicles failed on just emissions last year alone. Diesels 
saw the greatest failure increase – up 240% since tougher 
regulations were introduced in 2018. Petrol vehicle failures also 
increased by more than a third.

Overall failures in 2020 were up by more than 70 per cent 
compared to 2017/18 levels – the final year before the new 
regulations were introduced.

“The regulations [in May 2018] have mostly impacted diesel 
cars, causing more than triple the number to fail, compared to 
petrol car failures, which have only increased by a third,” said 
Jessica Potts, Head of Marketing.

The large increase in diesel failures was caused by a change 
to rules for cars equipped with a diesel particulate filter (DPF). 
Any car equipped with a DPF will fail an MOT if there is either 
evidence it has been tampered with or if smoke of any colour 
can be seen coming from the exhaust.

Our exhaust feature begins on page 45 and the importance of 
finding underlying DPF faults is highlighted in Barry Lawson’s 
case study on page 48.
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Making an enquiry? 

Please mention you saw it in 
Autotechnician! 

RECORD NUMBER OF MOT FAILS DUE TO 
EMISSIONS  

A survey carried out by the Independent Garage Association (IGA) has revealed that 88% of independent garages are 
currently offering an MOT collection and delivery service for clinically extremely vulnerable and self-isolating people.

The survey, carried out on behalf of DVSA also found that out of the 12% of garages who do not currently offer this 
service, two-thirds would be prepared to if the customer was vulnerable.

Stuart James, IGA Chief Executive, states: “These statistics show yet again that the independent garage sector is able 
to safely meet the needs of vulnerable customers when they are isolating and need to MOT their car, which reinforces 
the Government’s decision not to enforce another MOT extension. The IGA has carried out many hundreds of COVID-19 
Compliance Audits in garages across the country in support of the Government’s drive to eradicate this virus.

“Independent garages have proven to be safe places for local communities to drop off their cars for MOTs, servicing and 
repairs, so that even our most vulnerable members of society can safely keep their vehicles roadworthy.”

www.independentgarageassociation.co.uk

DO YOU OFFER MOT COLLECTION & DELIVERY?

For peace of mind always purchase equipment and service from a GEA
Member. Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who follow the
Garage Equipment Association’s Code of Conduct.

LOOKING TO PURCHASE
GARAGE EQUIPMENT?

www.gea.co.uk

gea_1_Layout 1  18/03/2014  13:06  Page 1

http://www.gea.co.uk
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SIGN UP FOR CHARITY'S FREE ONLINE 
WELLBEING SUPPORT
Automotive charity Ben now offers fast-track access to its 
digital mental and wellbeing platform, offering immediate 
support to those in need. The SilverCloud programmes use an 
evidence based, Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) approach 
which focuses on the relationship between our thoughts, 
feelings and behaviours. It also helps individuals to develop 
positive coping strategies.

Several different programmes are available on the platform, 
covering topics such as stress, anxiety and depression, as 
well as supporting issues such as money worries, sleep and 
resilience. Each programme features a range of interactive tools 
such as videos, activities, quizzes, audio guides and a personal 
online support journal.

SilverCloud is completely free for anyone who works, or has 
worked, in the automotive industry. Sign up and get started 
today: www.bit.ly/BenHealth1

Rachel Clift, Health & Wellbeing Director at Ben, said: “This 
continues to be a very challenging and uncertain time for us 
all, especially for those who work in our industry. The pandemic 

has left many people struggling with their mental health, 
as well as with other issues such as poor sleep and money 
worries. Thanks to the generous support from both AutoTrader 
and SMMT Charitable Trust, we can provide this fast track 
access to SilverCloud. This will raise more awareness, which will 
enable us to reach more people across the industry.

“To sign up to SilverCloud, you can visit the link or find 
out more on our website. If you need more support with 
SilverCloud or anything else, contact our Helpline on 08081 
311 333. We want the industry and its people to know that Ben 
is here for them.”

www.ben.org.uk
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Denso’s web-based e-Learning training has become the 
first of its programmes to achieve accreditation by the 
Institute of the Motor Industry.

“Helping technicians increase their knowledge and 
abilities is an important priority for us,” said DENSO’s 
Fatiha Laauich. “Due to the current restrictions, at the 
moment we are naturally only running our web-based 

training via our e-Learning platform, so these courses are 
the first we’ve submitted for accreditation.”

Technicians can register for e-Learning at www.denso-
technic.com/uk. DENSO is also regularly running free 
webinars for technicians – view the training calendar at 
www.bit.ly/DensoTrain

DENSO TRAINING GAINS IMI APPROVAL

Autotech Recruit has created the Autotech Academy to fill 
the automotive skills funnel, and counteract the shortage 
of fresh talent entering the industry. 

Designed to complement apprenticeship programmes 
as a route to harness a sustainable pipeline of young 
talent, qualified college leavers will have access to a paid 
internship, to help them make the transition into full-time 
automotive employment within just six months. 

Autotech Academy will equip interns with their first 
toolbox, uniform and safety workwear, monitor the 
intern’s progress and provide ongoing technical training – 
delivered through a vehicle manufacturer’s own training 
facility, or through equivalent OEM standard training. 
Every intern will also be trained to Level 3 IMI Electric 
Vehicle accreditation. 

“Every year, around 10,000 Level 1 to 3 automotive 
students are lost to the industry after qualifying because 
they struggle to secure a role,” comments Gavin White, 
Autotech Group CEO. “Couple this with the fact that 
investment in future technicians has significantly 
dropped, particularly during the pandemic where there 

has been an 87% 
fall in apprentice 
recruitment, 
the industry is 
reaching a critical 
point.”

“Through 
Autotech 
Academy we 
are offering the 
industry a ‘grow your own’ concept, which will help create 
the steady stream of young talent it vitally needs to thrive.”

Not unlike Autotech Recruit’s temporary recruitment 
model, where garages pay an hourly fee for vehicle 
technicians, garages, or any maintenance repair employer, 
will pay an hourly rate for a fully vetted, and fully 
equipped, intern. 

At the end of the six months, the employer can either 
decide to employ the intern free of charge on a full-time 
basis or not, effectively a ‘try before you buy’ solution. 

www.autotechacademy.co.uk

NEWLY QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS TO GET A STEP UP THE CAREER LADDER 



WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK

01206 849920

STAY ONE STEP AHEAD

Cost effective & Reliable

REMANUFACTURING OF 
ELECTRONIC CAR COMPONENTS

ABS units • ACC • Body Control Units • ECUs • Info displays • 
Instrument Clusters • LED headlights • TCUs • Throttle Bodies • Turbo actuators • Other parts

https://www.actronics.co.uk/?utm_source=autotechnician&utm_medium=advertisement2
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The Autotech 2021 campaign, to support 
technicians who are looking to improve their 
knowledge and diagnostic skills, has launched 
– with a new online skills assessment as well 
as free technical guidance via the Autotech 
Online video compilation
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Autotech 2021:  
Give your skills  
a boost!

Autotechnician has added a new test to its online bank 
of Autotech assessments – to help benchmark your 
diagnostic knowledge and analytical skills.

Andy Crook of GotBoost created the multiple-choice test 
and says: “In 2020, petrol Internal Combustion Engine, 
ICE, cars have outsold their diesel equivalents by over 3 
to 1. So, there has never been a better time to dust off 
those Spark Ignition (SI) engine diagnostic skills. This 
test looks at some of the common sensors used in SI 
engines.”

Here’s a couple of questions from the latest test, see 
how you get on… Click on the ‘Autotech’ tab at www.
autotechnician.co.uk to take the full test. 

Results are completely confidential but score 80% 
or higher before the end of March and you will 
have the chance to win one of five £20 shopping 
vouchers, a little something to reward your fault-
finding prowess.

Register or log on to access all the knowledge assessments 
at https://autotechnician.co.uk/registration.  
Once you complete a multiple-choice test, you will receive 
instant scores, answers, and explanations of the topics covered.

The output of a hot wire Mass Airflow sensor during a snap acceleration is shown below:

Q.  The voltage peak at point ‘A’ is slightly lower than the voltage peak at point ‘B’. This demonstrates:

A. Poor cylinder filling 
B. Incorrect sensor output 
C. Normal engine operation 
D. Faulty throttle actuation.

Q. T he voltage at point ‘C’ is higher than the voltage at idle. This is due to:

A. A blocked exhaust/catalytic converter 
B. Faulty throttle actuation 
C. Incorrect sensor output 
D.  Idle speed control measures.
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AUTOTECH 2021 is sponsored by:

Online case study and technical tips

Autotechnician has filmed a case study with Andy 
Crook at GotBoost, who investigates a running 
fault on an Audi S3. The customer’s vehicle was 
stalling occasionally, would not idle smoothly and 
had a coolant leak. The fault codes, live data and 
subsequent tests are explained in this workshop 
case study to determine the underlying issues. 
Other technical presentations have been added 
to an Autotech Online compilation at https://
youtube/JWh0hT6BRTY.

Philip Mitchell of Delphi Technologies focuses on 
drive modules, looking at the ways manufacturers 
can convert their existing ICE technology to a form 
of hybrid while we transition eventually to EV’s.  
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“ACtronics are pleased to be continuing our sponsorship with Autotech for 2021. After a challenging year in 2020 and a very quickly 
evolving industry, it’s more important than ever for technicians to have access to world-class training, ACtronics are very happy to work 
alongside Autotech to provide this.”

“As a pioneer of OE technology, Delphi Technologies is in the perfect position to support technicians through the new challenges that they 
are facing. Whether it be the servicing of hybrid and EVs or the calibration of ADAS components, Delphi offers the training, diagnostics and 
technical support to guide technicians through the challenge. That’s why Autotech 2021 & Delphi Technologies are a perfect fit!”

“At Blue Print and febi, we understand that technicians are under pressure to keep up with the ever-changing world of vehicle repairs and 
components. Autotech allows us to share technical articles, videos and tips so you can stay one step ahead and continue to provide efficient 
professional repairs.”

“Sponsoring Autotech is a perfect fit. JLM Lubricants’ products, including the pioneering DPF range and professional DPF cleaning toolkit, 
have been developed for the trade and are supported with technical information and training via the JLM Academy, plus an extensive suite 
of online training videos. Contact Kalimex, UK distributors of JLM products, for anything JLM related, including technical questions and 
training queries.”

“VARTA Batteries are delighted to be sponsoring Autotech in 2021. Andy Cook, Senior Technical Representative commented: “It’s a great 
platform to engage with the very best technicians in the market and we are looking forward to being involved”. The team at VARTA will be 
on-hand at Autotech’s Big Day Out in 2021 to discuss the latest developments when it comes to batteries on modern vehicles.”

“ZF [pro_tech] estimates that by 2030 one third of globally produced vehicles will be electric or hybrid. In this increasingly electrified 
environment, the ZF [pro]Tech garage workshop concept delivers cutting edge technical support and training. Through a continuously 
evolving list of IMI accredited training courses, together with two subscription based on-line industry programmes, Plus & Start, we help 
technicians futureproof their businesses with OE & aftermarket service information on both ZF and Non-ZF parts and technologies.”

In this 26-minute segment, Philip includes 
details of some of the existing mild hybrid 
setups – six options Borg Warner have in its ‘P’ 
family of Hybrid powertrains.

DPF Doctor Darren Darling then provides some 
insights into using additives correctly and gives 
viewers tips on how to stay out of trouble when 
working on DPF repairs.

Head to YouTube and search for Autotech 
Online to view these training presentations. 
We hope you enjoy!   
https://youtu.be/JWh0hT6BRTY

https://www.actronics.co.uk
https://www.delphiautoparts.com
https://www.febi.com/en/
https://www.jlmlubricants.com/en-gb
https://www.varta-automotive.com/en-gb/varta-partner-portal/log-in
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWh0hT6BRTY
https://aftermarket.zf.com/go/en/zf-aftermarket-in-great-britain/service-portfolio/zf--pro-tech/
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Through remanufacturing, ACtronics offers the 
possibility of cost-effective solutions for electronic 
components, so driving remains affordable for 
everyone. By using remanufacturing, it also 
reduces the unnecessary use of new parts

Sponsor Focus:  
Sustainable 
solutions

ACtronics sprang to life in 2004 within an attic room, born 
out of the question whether faulty electronic components 
could be given a second lease of life. It soon became clear that 
ACtronics had entered a new market and slowly the demand 
for the remanufacture of electronic components in the 
automotive industry increased. 
 
ACtronics now has 15 years of experience in quality reviews of 
electronic car components and has grown into an international 
company with customers all over Europe.

From its head office in Almelo, more than 120 employees 
work daily on testing and overhauling steering, braking and 
transmission systems, instrument panels and throttle bodies. 
To ultimately increase the lifespan of a product and to deliver 
a better quality than the original product with a two-year 
warranty on an overhaul.

The ability to revive defective products contributes to a 
sustainable and circular economy.  There is an increasing 
demand from consumers for sustainable applications and also 
through legislation. Through remanufacturing, ACtronics offers 
a solution for the reuse of defective electronic components in 
the automotive industry.

Innovation is our power of service 
The Research & Development team, alongside the 
remanufacturing department, are responsible for the 
development of high-quality revisions. ACtronics has advanced 
facilities with equipment that is often developed in-house to 
carry out overhauls. We do not only want to revise, but where 
possible, we also want to realise a structural improvement. The 
result is better quality and a longer lifespan. A number of core 
values apply to us:

1. The best reconditioned electronic components 
2. Excellent price/performance ratio 
3. Two years warranty 
4. Personal service and advice  
5. Exclusively for car repairers and dealers 
6. A drive for revision within 48 hours.

The revision process consists of a number of different steps 
from entry test to a final test, before a product is returned 
to a customer. During the revision process, any weak and/
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or vulnerable components are identified and (preventively) 
replaced. This is done to guarantee the quality of a product and 
to improve the lifespan compared to a new product.

Looking for a remanufactured solution? 
ACtronics can overhaul ABS or ECU units, instrument panels 
and throttle bodies. By creating an account on the website, 
workshops can submit remanufacture orders and have 
components overhauled. The entire process of  submitting a 
remanufacture order can be found at www.actronics.co.uk/
customer-service.

If you would like more information about remanufacture 
solutions that ACtronics can offer, email info@actronics.co.uk or 
call 01206 849 920.

ISO certified 
ACtronics Ltd are proud to announce that we are ISO9001:2015 
and ISO14001:2015 certified for the remanufacture and supply of 
replacement automotive electrical parts. 

For further details about our commitment to the environment 
please contact us on environmental@actronics.co.uk.

https://www.actronics.co.uk/customer-service


http://www.independentgarageassociation.co.uk
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With the extensive training offering from Delphi 
Technologies, there’s no reason why independent 
garages can’t rival main dealer servicing, 
regardless of how new a customer’s vehicle may be

Sponsor Focus: Prepare to repair 
with Delphi Technologies

Automotive technology is evolving rapidly with today’s new 
cars notably featuring increasing levels of electrification, 
advanced driver assistance systems and complex component 
monitoring systems.

While these developments bring significant benefits to the 
motorist, they can be viewed with trepidation by independent 
garages. With the aid of Delphi Technologies though, 
independents can embrace the changing technology, tap 
into the significant revenue opportunities it represents and, 
particularly in the case of hybrid and electric vehicles, future-
proof their business.

Delphi Technologies’ ability to help garages prosper in new 
areas of repair stems from its near unique market position, 
which sees it able to quickly transfer the learnings from its 
OE supplier status to a comprehensive, proven aftermarket 
offering that is complemented by a substantial technical 
training library. 

Of course, Delphi Technologies’ training offering encompasses 
far more than the latest technologies. In total, there are a 
choice of 26 different courses, with many being IMI accredited, 
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which are broken down into four different levels: fast fit; 
service; diagnostic; and master technician. 

Its training library is particularly strong in areas where it is 
OE and manufactures solutions for the aftermarket. These 
include hybrid and EV at OE level for the likes of BMW, MINI, 
Ford and Volvo; ADAS, where Delphi Technologies offers a 
service solution; electrics, where the company provides the 
aftermarket with an extensive sensor range; OE-fit GDI fuel 
system components for PSA and Volkswagen; and diesel, with 
components covering cars, marine, trucks and more together 
with a full, environmentally-compatible repair solution.

IMI courses delivered by ex-OEM trainers 
Unsurprisingly, given the rapid increase in electrified vehicles 
and the 2030 ban on the sale of new petrol and diesel cars in 
the UK, the most popular course currently is Hybrid Level 3 IMI, 
which covers everything other than working on a live battery.

Crucially, the course library is delivered by Delphi Technologies’ 
five-strong, dedicated training team, the members of which 
have spent over 90 years collectively in the industry and have 
extensive OEM experience. IMI courses provide the criteria 
of what needs to be covered and the team draws on its own 
research and experiences to structure on top of this to create 
its courses.

The Delphi Technologies technical hotline helps to mould 
some of the content too, by providing feedback on the 
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questions and concerns being raised by customers on the 
hotline. This can then be incorporated into the syllabus, if 
it’s not already covered. Further ideas are also fed back from 
the workshop, ensuring that when crafting the modules 
Delphi Technologies is drawing on its entire OE expertise and 
aftermarket experience.

Addressing the sector’s skills shortage 
Phil Mitchell, Technical Services Manager, Delphi Technologies 
Aftermarket, explained the reasoning behind Delphi 
Technologies’ commitment to training: “Our training seeks to 
help provide the solution to the massive shortage of skilled 
people across the sector. If the issue is not addressed, then 
the skills shortfall will only lead to greater challenges in the 
industry. Current training trends are for traditional maintenance 
items, but we know that people are wary that they can fall 
behind without focusing on developing skills to meet the 
challenges posed by emerging technologies. Our training can 
remove this worry and give them the knowledge they need to 
service the very latest and most advanced vehicles.

“Importantly, we also look to fill the big training hole in the 
industry where there’s a lack of tuition available for those 
outside of college or main dealer courses. People want to see a 
training route for their career and visibility of such a structured, 
in-depth offering is a confidence booster for newly qualified 
professionals or employers knowing that they can adapt to 
future technologies.”

Mitchell added: “Via the courses, and as an OE Tier 1 supplier, 
we are also helping garages to increase their productivity and 
prevent warranty returns. By this, we mean we are working to 
upskill staff and stop warranty returns through human error 
resulting in incorrect component installation or misdiagnosis.”

New e-learning platform 
Delphi Technologies’ training is continually evolving, too. The 
offering is usually expanded by one course a year, but a great 
deal of time is committed to refining existing courses to ensure 
they remain current and relevant. With Delphi Technologies 
now owned by Borg Warner, there is also the possibility that 
future additions to the course could focus on Borg Warner 
products, as the company is able to offer vast expertise in 
technology areas, such as turbocharging, where Delphi 
Technologies doesn’t have a presence. 

Most recently, Delphi Technologies has concentrated 
on enhancing its online learning provision, seeing it as a 
complement to its existing training. At the end of 2020 it ran 

an online trial with a half-day webinar practical and launched 
its new e-learning platform. The new platform represents a 
significant development as it is very rare to find an OE supplier 
provide such an offering alongside practical training onsite. The 
programme offers a unique blend of lecturing, simulation and 
practical learning opportunities. 

The e-learning works particularly well for people who are 
considerably distanced from the company’s training base in 
Warwick and for those who wish to brush up on their skills, but 
Delphi Technologies’ experience is that delegates still prefer to 
be hands-on.

Accessible to all and increasingly convenient 
“Our latest research and feedback suggested that delegates 
wanted an increased level of practical challenges, so we have 
worked to incorporate this into the latest syllabus. For example, 
70% of the new ADAS course is practical. A more common split 
is for a 50/50 or a 60/40 balance in favour of practical,” added 
Mitchell.

“Additionally, we’re looking to make training as convenient 
as it can possibly be. The location of our training HQ is pretty 
much central in the UK anyway, but we are continuing to 
pursue the option of delivering training at a client’s premises. 
Some courses lend themselves well to it and when you think 
that some clients, such as colleges and police forces, may be 
sending upwards of 10-20 delegates to us for training and 
covering their expenses for travel and accommodation, it’s 
very cost-effective for them to have us visit them instead. It’s 
having this understanding of clients’ situations that we believe 
also sets us apart – not only are we providing solid training, but 
we’re striving to make it as accessible as possible.”

Mitchell concluded: “There’s been a distinctive shift to 
people wanting to do a suite of courses with a dedicated 
path of training, rather than picking a single course from 
the catalogue, but we’re here to help anyone who wants 
to learn. The programme can be accessed by anybody and 
can benefit anyone in the motor repair or aftermarket 
industry, whether they’re starting out in their career or 
have 30 years of experience.”

For further information on Delphi Technologies’ training 
offering, including the full library of available courses, please 
visit http://bit.ly/DelphiTrain.
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Autotechnician contributor Gareth Davies, 
who runs a German car specialist workshop 
in South Wales, investigates an Audi Q5 
with an AdBlue fault, highlighting the need 
for thorough system knowledge and data 
sources  

As vehicle technicians, and business owners, we regularly come 
across a concept or failure that we have not seen before. This 
is a result of the constant evolution of our trade, and whilst 
the concept of burning fossil fuels to produce energy for 
propulsion is a ‘given’ loose foundation, the way it is achieved, 
the bi-products that are produced and their management, 
have changed significantly over my period of tenure in 
the trade, which for reference is ‘post-war’ in case you were 
wondering! Since the introduction of new emission standards, 
the bar is continually being set higher, from its origins as Euro 
1 to the most recent, EU6. We all know the reasons behind the 
initiatives, and whether we agree or disagree with them, I am 
writing about the fault and fix strategy rather than the politics 
and legislation.

Case study: 2013 Audi Q5 2.0 TDI 
Engine code CGLC, EU5 Emission standard

We recently received an Audi Q5 with some warnings present 
on the dashboard which the customer wanted to resolve. 
The warnings present were the engine management system 
light, the coil/glow plug warning light, and a message in the 
centre dash display warning of an AdBlue system fault and 
a remaining range to no restart. As usual, capturing as much 
information from the customer is pertinent to assisting with 
hypothesis creation, and making sure we have ‘all’ the facts 
before heading down a path.

In this instance, the customer was transparent. We were the 
first garage to look into it and the report was as follows: ‘The 
remaining range light came on saying AdBlue range 1,500 
miles to no restart, we’ve topped up the AdBlue to full, the 
light didn’t extinguish and then halved in range, turned from 
an informative MMI message to a yellow warning, indicating a 
system fault and 600 miles to no restart. In the days following 
making the appointment but continuing to use the vehicle 

cautiously, the engine management 
light appeared on the dash, but the 
car appears to be driving OK’. Plenty of 
information to begin our evaluation. 

Standard procedure in any engine management or emissions 
related fault is to acquire an initial capture of faults using a 
suitable scan tool for speed and convenience. From there, 
boiling the kettle and pulling up a pew at the desk in front 
of the PC is the next port of call. Creating a plan of testing, 
looking for any cluster fault patterns in individual controllers, or 
multiple controllers, and gaining some understanding of the 
system and its operational properties.

Embracing change 
Pertinent to add at this point would be a technician’s 
awareness of new technology or systems. We all remember 
that some garage folk were of the attitude when diesel 
arrived that ‘they wouldn’t be doing diesel, it’s a phase/fad,’ 
and they couldn’t have been more wrong. Our business by 
volume currently sees around 75% of its engine management 
diagnosis/repair work as diesel, despite the recent improved 
efficiency and popularity of GDI petrol derivatives. We are in 
a similar phase change currently with the not-so-recent shift 
to becoming proficient in high voltage vehicles. Again, we 
are seeing some archaic views that it will be another fad, and 
whilst I remain indifferent in the political debate of the saga 
of ‘to do EV or not,’ my motivation is less emotive. At 37 years 
of age, and 20 years into my life sentence (career), I am fairly 
committed to the trade, profession, and our business. I am 
happy to embrace change and development for one sole 
reason. It drives footfall through our door and helps me pay my 
bills and my staff. It is also quite interesting to learn about these 
things, even though sometimes they can give you a torrid time 
and some real brain-ache. Some may say I have narrowed our 
potential footfall by restricting the bandwidth of vehicle brands 
we work on, but this is through technical experience, suitable 
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tooling investment and product knowledge (plus a small love 
affair). We’d all like to be the technicians of old, everything to 
everyone, but as the customer was once ‘the customer’, now in 
a sense the car is ‘the customer’ to our business. 

The greater point about awareness and competency here is 
I often read the vast array of technical chat and posts within 
online automotive forums. There have been numerous posts 
on AdBlue faults on Volkswagen Audi Group vehicles – how 
to troubleshoot them, particularly in the presence of no fault 
codes, with just a warning message stored on the driver 
display. ‘It could be this, it could be that, is software an area 
of concern...’ The more complicated things get, the more 
we are expected to know and be proficient in. I mean we’re 
mechanics, right? Training is out there for Selective Catalyst 
Reduction systems (when we get back to face to face training), 
and despite reasonable product awareness and function 
through self-study (using resources such as Alldata and Erwin) 
I do still feel my knowledge could be improved in this area. I 
have attended a great course on DPF, EU6 and SCR systems 
through the AutoCare Garage Network, which was presented 
by the very knowledgeable (and likeable) Ant Taylor, and it 
filled some voids in my knowledge and offered some useful 
tips. In addition, I was booked on the highly regarded ADS 
David Massey DPF/SCR course last summer (you can never 
have too much training, right?) Unfortunately, we all know 
what happened last summer. The point is, repairing cars 
continues as we are fortunate enough to be able to open and 
trade. It can be a tough old place to know what you have/need 
to know.

Gathering data 
With that in mind, we return to the data and basic detail of 
system function and layout. There are plenty of aftermarket 
data suppliers out there, as well as the manufacturer’s 
resource. Before committing to a token purchase via the 
manufacturer portal I checked what information was present 
in Alldata for the vehicle and its systems. It was information 
rich and gave me a good idea of the components fitted and 
their locations. A tip here, particularly prominent with the 
German manufacturers, you need to think and search like 
its written by them. In terms of searching AdBlue, you won’t 
necessarily return results you want, if any. But change that to 
SCR (Selective Catalyst Reduction), or reduction fluid, and you 
will find plenty of useful information. A common fall down 
with manufacturer data is unless you think like it is written, 

https://www.opusivs-uk.com/
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you might feel your data supplier hasn’t got it. Alternatively, 
you can send an information request to Alldata, with a good 
response time in getting what you need.

Armed with some knowledge and some basic data, I put my 
cup of tea to one side and dived in. The faults present in the 
engine ECU were:

P204700 Reductant injection valve circuit open 
Passive/sporadic

P204900 Reductant injection valve circuit high 
Passive/Sporadic

P20BD00 Reductant heater “B” Control circuit Open 
Active/Static.

P20BD00 Reductant Heater “B” control circuit open 
Active/Static.

We then raised the vehicle on a lift to look at the system 
and its components (all mounted on the underside of this 
vehicle) and gained some useful insights.

The reducing agent injector could be seen and there was a 
clear stream of crystalised reduction fluid around it and the 
connection to the exhaust system. The wiring harness to the 
top of the injector was damaged, showing broken, exposed 
wiring. Things were starting to fall in to place easier than one 
might have thought.

Mindful that we may have a secondary issue to the injector, 
we needed to see what the heater circuit was doing and to 
check the function of the delivery module. The reason for 
foresight here, is we had been able to identify a clear and 
present issue but having been frustrated in the past by a 
lack of foresight to the road to a ‘complete’ repair, applying 
these tests/measurements at this point will allow clarity in 
financial outlay for the customer. Much better than making 
the dreaded call we’ve all had to make at some point to 
explain ‘it also needs…’, which always makes me feel like I’m 
the bad guy. I’m always going to be the bearer of bad news, 
but I’d like it to be as accurate as possible in terms of what 
the customer’s risk to exposure is.

We set up a test by removing the reduction fluid injector and 
suspended it into a measuring container whilst connected to 
the fluid line and, hence, tank. We carried out a final control 
output test on the delivery module. We could hear activity 
in the tank which was a good start. We added to the final 
control output and duty cycled both the injector and the 
unit to build pressure for delivery. What we were able to 
observe is poor spray pattern/dribbling from the injector 
but confirmed pressure delivery in ‘some guise’ from the unit 
itself. Another useful tip here, is don’t believe all you see. 
These VAG injectors have 5 or 6 eyelets for pressure delivery. 
In all tested examples so far (including new confirmed fixes) 
only two fired. Don’t be misled, this is correct operation.

Were there other faults waiting in the wings? 
Further wiring checks across the external mounted plug for 
the delivery module enabled us to confirm the compromised 

www.castrol.com/autotechnician
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integrity of the heater circuit within the delivery unit, and the 
pressure sensor within the unit was high resistance. This did 
not manifest as a fault, but when looking at the plausibility 
of the pressure sensor in live data it was measuring -73hpa. 
A degree of vacuum could be considered plausible after a 
long period of inactivity but given the fact we had just run 
the delivery unit, and in theory proved pressure generation 
possible within the system, this lack of pressure change 
suggested that the delivery unit had other faults present 
‘waiting in the wings’. If this had not been considered, come 
the time of stress-testing the system for correct function, we 
would have flagged a pressure generation/monitoring fault – 
this element is purely brand failure experience led, but a good 
discipline for the multi brand technicians reading.

The wiring connection compromised for the heater at the 
reduction fluid injector unfortunately meant a new section of 
hose from front to rear was the manufacturer repair. One new 
fluid line, injector, gasket and delivery unit later, coupled with 
18 litres of fresh reduction fluid, authorised for repair, we were 
ready for the next stage. 

The nuts and bolts of this repair were fairly straightforward – 
the biggest challenge (proven by every delivery module I’ve 
done on VAG cars) was the twist-on plastic nut (like an in-tank 
fuel pump). For some reason, they really don’t like coming off 
in one piece, probably why they are listed as a ‘frequently order 
together’ parts listing on the EPC.

The post-repair element of this job is just as important as the 
diagnosis in my opinion and sometimes a concept that we 
technicians overlook. It’s had the new part fitted right? Why is 
it not fixed?

At this stage, we now had a car with shiny new parts, that 
worked under final control diagnosis, but the AdBlue warning 
light remained on the dashboard. To proceed, we needed 
a diagnostic tool capable of carrying out the necessary 
adaptions and initialisations/test processes to validate through 
the car’s eyes, that it is in fact fixed. This is where VAG group 
cars can be a bit of a pain and referring back to the diagnostic 

part of our process is key to success as a technician, and as 
a profitable business. If you have no faults in the system but 
warnings present at the diagnosis stage, there is a very good 
chance someone has already been in there, cleared the engine 
management or reduction agent module fault entries. This 
will give you a bum steer, because it could take up to an hour 
of varied driving in some cases on certain models for the DTC 
to return again. The reason being is it needs time to carry out 
efficiency tests of the SCR system to appraise the area of failure 
or concern, or alternatively, in the case of successful repair, 
successful operation. Who is paying for the time and labour, 
just to get the DTC’s back?

The resetting or relearning element, contrary to common 
belief, is not always autonomous, even with new parts fitted 
and data reading correctly.

In example A, whereby the adblue fluid level has reached a low 
level, like fuel, but its last known state was working, topping 
up will indeed, after the observed test period, with a successful 
SCR efficiency test (performed as a background process by the 
car), self-extinguish. This is autonomous.

In example B, whereby the adblue system has reached a low 
remaining range before restart through reasons of faults and 
key cycles elapsed since setting a DTC, rather than reduction 
fluid level, rectification cannot be achieved autonomously.

Final checks 
Knowing this, we began the close out phase of the repair. 
I started with a clear down of all faults from the affected 
controllers and no return was observed. Next, using a scan 
tool (in this case, I used ODIS) a control unit function in 
reductant control module was initiated for ‘inductment of 
reducing agent’. The process on the scan tool is guided, making 
statements, observations, and test requirements clear. The 
guts of this part of the process are for the car to see the fluid 
dosed accordingly from the delivery unit to the injector, to be 
injected, and its function subsequently validated by emissions 
reduction (specifically NOX) in the exhaust system, monitored 
by a NOX sensor. The NOX sensor ultimately then feeds back 
that successful reduction by means of lower measured NOX 
content when dosing has taken place and is validation the 
SCR is working correctly. In some VAG cases, the light may still 
be active on the dash at this point. For this, there is a specific 
function on ODIS to reset the faulted state by means of Q&A 
between operative and scan tool, further measures could 
be software related, or TSB driven. In my case, the feedback 
from the SCR test was good and meant I could rest easy in 
the knowledge the light was extinguished, the system was 
operating correctly and that the process was stress tested to 
ensure longevity of ‘fix’.

Resources: https://erwin.audi.com/erwin   
www.alldataeurope.com 

New reduction injector after fitment
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WHILE MOST GLOW PLUG FAILURES ARE SPOTTED 
OVER WINTER, ROB MARSHALL LOOKS AT WHY 
RECENT EVENTS HAVE MADE SPRINGTIME CHECKS 
MORE RELEVANT THAN EVER

Nobody can deny that the last twelve months have been hard 
on all of us. Technicians and garages have risen to the various 
challenges, by keeping the UK moving throughout last year 
and this winter, despite not receiving the same outpouring of 
national gratitude as that received by some other key workers. 
Even so, the quality aftermarket must continue to demonstrate 
its considerable worth, by not only helping vehicles to recover 
from the consequences of past lockdowns but also to ready 
them for the challenges ahead, at least until their next service 
interval.

As many motorists have covered considerably fewer miles 
since last March, a responsible technician may have to justify 
why their cars require more attention at service time and not 
less. To support your advice to customers, this section of AT 
focusses on how engine lubrication, filtration and exhaust 
systems are likely to have responded to multiple short trips, 
or even inactivity, during a particularly harsh winter. These 
conditions have also made glow plugs work more frequently 
and for longer. While most service schedules do not mention 
them, pay the glow plug system extra attention, whenever a 
diesel car enters your workshop for maintenance.

Tough times 
The Bilstein Group, home of the febi and Blue Print brands, 
agrees that glow plug life varies greatly, depending on how 
they are used. Since they are called-upon particularly for the 

Glow plugs: Keeping warm to carry on

Glow plugs have evolved from their initial stubby shapes to those that 
are slimmer and taller. While they can achieve very high temperatures 
quickly, newer types are prone to snapping relatively easily, meaning 

that technicians must approach glow plug removal carefully.

start and warm-up phases during winter, glow plugs tend to 
fail sooner on cars used mainly on short urban runs, compared 
with those that spend much of their time travelling at high 
speeds on a motorway. 

More experienced technicians may recall that indirect diesel 
injection engines needed glow plugs to warm the cylinder pre-
chamber sufficiently to facilitate combustion before starting. 

Applying penetrating fluid to the glow 
plugs at least a day prior to removal 
will help to reduce the risk of a plug 
breaking as it is unscrewed.
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Usually, the driver had to wait for at least ten seconds for 
this process to finish, before activating the starter motor. Yet, 
modern diesel engines start from cold virtually instantly, thanks 
mainly to high-pressure fuel systems and direct injection 
engine design that require pre-start warming only in very 
low ambient temperatures. Yet, glow plugs' importance has 
not diminished. Their roles have expanded to hasten not only 
engine warm-up but also particulate filter regeneration. 

Bosch highlights that glow plugs remain active after the 
engine has started not only to warm it up faster but also for 
relatively quiet, smooth and fuel-efficient operation, especially A melted, swollen, or broken heater tube tip is a sign of 

overvoltage, indicating a fault with the control unit, or relay. 
Therefore, all glow plug replacement procedures must include 
testing those extra parts, a topic that AT shall cover shortly.

The implications for spark ignition  
Petrol engines are, possibly, even more affected by the 
damp than their diesel counterparts. NGK highlights that 
any electrical connection is at risk of resultant corrosion 
damage, not least those that comprise the ignition circuit. 
Traditionally, the most common result of moisture ingress 
was difficult cold starting. In those days, car owners tended 
to be more mechanically proactive; many of them were 
confident enough to dose their ignition systems with 
an aerosol can of moisture-repelling oil first thing in the 
morning. Naturally, this quick-fix would not solve the effects 
of age degradation and corrosion; the same remains true 
today. While mechanical distributors and HT leads (albeit to 
a lesser extent) have been rendered obsolete, and ignition 
systems made more reliable and powerful, NGK reminds us 
that voltage leaking to earth can still strike modern vehicles. 
Garages should look for evidence of aged plug tops and 
rail coil seals, which can allow moisture to seep past, and 
use high-quality replacements. Meyle adds that, when a 
petrol engine is used repeatedly for short trips, the spark 
plugs cannot reach their ideal operating temperature and 
so carbon can build around their electrodes. This carbon 
fouling can have the same consequence of causing misfires 
on modern vehicles as it did in the past, although a long 
run should effect a cure. Meyle highlights that fouled plugs 
require higher voltages, thus exposing the rest of the ignition 
system to more wear and, possibly, damage. 

in stop-and-go traffic. NGK adds that the glow plugs may be 
activated again, should the engine coolant temperature drop. 
While the next issue of AT will investigate DPF cleaning in 
closer detail, problems with the glow plug system are likely to 
result in high, or excessive, DPF soot loadings, or an abnormal 
number of aborted regeneration attempts.

How glow plugs fail 
The heater element(s) within even the finest quality glow 
plug will not last indefinitely. Their operating conditions are 
best described as 'harsh', due to reaching and sustaining 
temperatures that can exceed 1,000°C within just a few 
seconds. Champion advises that difficulty starting the engine 
in very cold conditions, rough running/misfiring and white/
black exhaust smoke are typical signs of glow plug problems, 
added to the aforementioned implications for the DPF. Glow 
plug life can also be curtailed by control faults that cause them 
to receive excessively-high voltages, or being energised for 
too long. They can also be damaged by issues unrelated to the 
glow plug control circuit, such as incorrect fuel injector spray 
patterns, or even poor replacement techniques. 

As mentioned earlier, short journeys mean that the glow 
plugs are energised more often and for longer. This is one 
reason why quality manufacturers state that glow plugs are 
not service items and is why recommended mileage-based 
replacement times tend not to be mandatory, because, as 
NGK says, glow plug life is linked to the number of operating 
cycles. As a guide, Champion gives an expected lifespan of 
between 90,000 -110,000 miles. Meyle is more emphatic, 
stating that glow plugs should be replaced at shorter 50,000 
to 60,000 miles intervals. Yet, this should be as an engine set 
and not individually. Champion also highlights that glow 
plugs might not work perfectly one day and fail the next. Their 
performance can reduce gradually, so they fail to achieve the 
high temperatures demanded by the engine ECU and the glow 
plug control unit.

The testing procedure 
Taking Meyle's advice, the easiest and most non-invasive 
method of checking the circuit is via the EOBD socket. The 
Bilstein Group adds that, because the glow plug system is an 
integral part of the engine management, you should follow a 
logical diagnostic procedure, including consulting data about 
the circuit with which you are faced. Verify any fault codes, 
instead of trusting them blindly. A simple multimeter is all you 

The fluffy black deposit indicates carbon fouling. Short 
journeys can be a cause. Eventually, the plug will misfire.
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need to confirm the continuity of each glow plug's heating 
coil(s). NGK advises that a broken coil can result from not only 
age but also overvoltage. Therefore, should a recently-fitted 
set of glow plugs fail, fitting a new set may not offer a solution. 
Meyle recommends that you verify that the control unit and 
relay function properly, whenever you replace a glow plug set.

Removal and analysis 
While we shall cover glow plug failure patterns more deeply in 
a future issue, technicians must be wary that poor instalment is 
also detrimental to plug life.

While Bosch reassures technicians that they should not 
be frightened, you should not be blasé. Glow plugs are 
precision instruments. Should they break as you attempt to 
unscrew them, subsequent removal is likely to be extensive, 
inconvenient and expensive, which risks wiping away the job's 
profitability. Additionally, you risk metal fragments entering 
the cylinder, courting even further damage. The task can also 
be made trickier, by the glow plugs being positioned between 
the engine and bulkhead. Clearly, preparation is key and this 
ranges from researching if any special tools (such as dedicated 
glow plug sockets) will make the task easier. As the glow plugs 
can seize into their cylinder-head threads, by carbon and/
or corrosion, you may wish to treat the area with either rust 
remover, or penetrating fluid. Bosch recommends that such 
pre-soaking will make removal considerably easier. NGK adds 
that using the vehicle will assist the penetrative oil's function. 
Remove the glow plug while the engine is still hot, taking 
obvious precautions to protect your skin from burns. Reduce 
the chance of the plug breaking, by unscrewing it a few turns, 
then turn briefly in the opposite direction, prior to loosening it 
a little more. Once the glow plugs are out of the engine, clean 

NGK reports that glow plug technology has evolved from the 
standard metal glow plugs to the latest generation NHTC (New 
High-Temperature Ceramic) and AQGS (Advanced Quick Glow 
System) plugs. Ceramic glow plugs tend to be selected by vehicle 
manufacturers, because of the speed at which they can reach 
incredibly high temperatures.

“While the heater coil(s) are 
sealed within the glow plug 
heater tube tip, studying 
the removed parts can still 
provide clues about why 
they failed”

the aperture of any carbon build, using a glow plug reamer; as 
seen in this video, demonstrating Blue Print's tool:  
www.bit.ly/BluePrintTool

While the heater coil(s) are sealed within the glow plug heater 
tube tip, studying the removed parts can still provide clues 
about why they failed. Should you notice a shiny appearance 
or ‘swirl’ marks, carbon build is likely responsible, necessitating 
extra attention from your glow plug reamer tool. Excessive, 
or abnormal, carbon build tends to be caused by the glow 
plug not working properly (or at all), although predominantly 
low engine RPMs may also be a reason. Therefore, you may 
wish to advise the owner (sensitively) to modify their driving 
technique. Melted, swollen, or broken heater tube tips are 
more obvious and indicate either overvoltage (so suspect the 
glow plug control system), or abnormal combustion,the causes 
of which are more numerous.

Choosing and fitting replacements 
Never fit parts that do not match the specification of anything 
less than OE quality. Meyle adds that the consequences 
of installing non-OE quality glow plugs can lead to severe 
engine damage, such as that caused by pieces of broken 
glow plug falling into the combustion chamber. Apart from 
buying parts from quality and well-established brands from 
trusted suppliers, garages also need to ensure that the correct-
specification glow plug set is supplied. NGK adds that modern 
engine management systems can detect if new glow plugs are 
not to the correct specification. Aside from the risk of engine 
damage and poor performance, an illuminated MIL is likely to 
prompt the return of dissatisfied customer.

While quality parts are long-lasting, when installed correctly, 
they remain precision-made components, which are intolerant 
of excessive torque. Heed any supplied fitting instructions 
carefully. There is some debate about whether you should 
apply anti-seize grease, or not. On the one hand, you reduce 
the risk of corrosion between glow plug threads and those 
within the cylinder-head. Conversely, you risk under-torqueing 
with lubricated threads and compensating by tightening a little 
more is unwise, considering how sensitive glow plugs are to 
torque values. An interesting tip for preventative maintenance 
comes from Bosch, which advises that technicians can loosen 
the glow plugs slightly at service time, then tighten them to 
the torque value specified by the vehicle manufacturer.
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“Multec? Aren’t they those ECUs (Engine 
Control Units) that are commonly used in 
Vauxhalls?”  

We’re not sure if it’s a good or a bad sign, but almost every 
car connoisseur we speak to, knows that many Vauxhalls are 
equipped with a Multec ECU. Why do so many people know 
the name Multec? Are these ECUs really that bad? Multecs are 
indeed malfunctioning a lot, but this is due to several causes. It 
is short-sighted to put the blame entirely on the ECU itself. 

Lesson 1 – when using car-electronics, always ensure the 
utmost protection against moisture, temperature fluctuations 
and vibration. Maybe Vauxhall is a little at fault in this matter 
– mounting an ECU right on top of the inlet manifold simply 
doesn’t provide the best possible environment. 

What’s causing the main malfunctions? 
So, the ECU is operating in a hazardous environment full of 
vibrations and big differences in temperature. What could 
possibly go wrong? Several connections on the PCB (Printed 
Circuit Board) tend to tear or break and it’s no surprise for us to 
find these defects in every Multec we get hold of. So, it actually 
doesn’t matter which faults we find inside the ECUs, we always 
check all connections directly after every diagnosis. It’s really 
rare to have all connections on the PCB in perfect order. Almost 
every Multec will therefore continue to undergo our full 
remanufacturing process.

It’s probably no surprise that all these defects are causing so 
much trouble. The complaints we find on incoming Multec 
ECUs are also diverse. Below, we’ve made a short list of the 
most common complaints:

• Car doesn’t start, fuel pump isn’t activated 
• Car doesn’t start, no injection 
• Ignition fails on one or more cylinders 
• Fluctuating RPM at idle 
• Absolutely no throttle response 
• Faults in EGR 
• No communication to CAN 
• Cooling fan isn’t activated. 

Remanufacturing: The process 
We can’t stress enough that ACtronics doesn’t repair defects, 
but remanufactures products. We know for a fact that these 
ECU’s are highly sensitive and we want to be absolutely sure 
a remanufactured ECU will have the quality equal to, or better 
than, OE (Original Equipment). We therefore not only repair 
all the complaints we encounter, but we also put each ECU 
through the complete remanufacturing process.

The Multec HSFI 2.x
- A regular customer at ACtronics

In this process, the protective gel will first be removed 
professionally. Once all components are completely 
unprotected, we can begin with the removal of all existing 
bonding wires. This is a very delicate process, but this isn’t an 
issue thanks to our many years of experience. Once this second 
step is completed, all new bonding wires will be attached to 
the PCB using highly sophisticated equipment. The method 
we use is called ‘ultrasonic bonding’. The equipment is fully 
programmed and set up by our engineers and because of this 
we can also perform a pull test on the freshly installed bonding 
wires. This way we know for sure every new attachment is 
strong enough to withstand vibrations and fluctuations in 
temperatures. The newly made connections are even stronger 
than the original ones.

Once the bonding process is complete, it is time for the final 
test. This test is necessary to establish if all the functions are 
working properly. Our testing facility also gives us the ability to 
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perform an endurance test, in which the temperature actually 
rises in the ECU. You can really feel the ECU getting hot while 
performing this test. After this testing period, a special high 
specification gel will be applied in order to properly protect the 
PCB. Finally, we will close the ECU with a new (self-developed) 
cap. 

If the ECU still isn’t working properly after this entire process is 
complete, we will proceed using much more specific methods. 
There are many possibilities in the field of diagnosing and 
solving problems. 

To find out more, visit www.actronics.co.uk, or email your 
query to info@actronics.co.uk.

Fun Fact 
The Multec HSFI ECUs are also used in cars with 
diesel engines. There is one malfunction that’s really 
standing out in these particular cases: Fault code P0251 
(Injection Pump Fuel Metering Control “A” Malfunction). 
If you ever experience this fault code on a Multec ECU 
that controls a diesel engine, please send in both the 
ECU and EDU (Engine Diesel Unit). In most cases, it’s the 
EDU that’s causing this fault code, not the ECU itself.

Making an enquiry? 

Please mention you saw it in 
Autotechnician! 
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http://www.walkerproducts.com
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Lockdown: oil under pressure

Leaders in automotive solutions and improving garage profitability 
www.bgprod.co.uk  |  T: 01284 777934  |  Email: info@bgprod.co.uk

Did you know..
BG’s Air Intake Service Tool Rental
prices start at just £16 per month!

FREE On-vehicle service  
demonstration available - Speak to 
your BG Rep or call 01284 777934

BG Direct Injection
Fuel System Service

Walnuts are for squirrels.

BG Products
are for GDI!

• Solve driveability  
   issues on modern 
   direct injection engines, 
 

• Resolve poor fuel/air mix  
   due to large deposits on  
   intake valves, and
 

• Avoid expensive engine  
   strip-downs.

It is well established that engine oil 
deteriorates faster over short journeys 
– but why? Rob Marshall addresses this 
question and looks at how you should 
maintain the lubrication system to 
minimise the effects of past and future 
lockdowns.

Oil chemists have a tough job. It is hard enough to develop a 
lubricant that provides optimum anti-wear, fuel consumption 
and low emissions levels in average use. Yet, these are far from 
normal times. 

Multiple short journeys shorten oil 
life considerably, dictating extra 
attention at service time

Most cars do not possess an oil temperature gauge any more. 
Where one is fitted, the needle does not rise as quickly as the 
equivalent coolant temperature instrument, because oil takes 
longer to reach its optimum temperature.

http://www.bgprod.co.uk
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Almost since the dawn of the mass-produced motorcar, 
manufacturers have advised both mileage and time-based 
oil drain intervals, whichever occurs first. More recently, many 
carmakers insist on an earlier service schedule for 'severe' 
conditions. Unless you face a moderately technically-minded 
customer, it can be difficult to persuade an owner that gentle 
pottering to the local shops and back is harder on the engine 
oil than a longer and faster commute. 

Low use, high wear 
Most engine wear occurs soon after a cold-start and during the 
warm-up period. While many modern cars heat their coolant 
comparatively quickly, thanks to electronically-controlled 
thermostats, on-demand water pumps, and such-like, many 
drivers do not know (or even care) that the oil takes far longer 

to warm. Cold weather and short trips are especially tough 
on engine oil and it is precisely those conditions that many 
vehicles have faced repeatedly over the last four months.

BG Products highlights that "Short trips do not allow the 
engine oil to reach peak operating temperatures", while Motul 
UK explains:

"Much like brake pads and tyres, modern oils have a preferred 
temperature before certain elements can perform at their best. 
However, the sophistication of the materials used in a modern 
oil means that they are engineered to also provide a high level 
of performance until reaching this optimum."

Additionally, if the oil does not become sufficiently hot, water 
and petrol contamination cannot evaporate from it. This 
situation promotes oil oxidation, a consequence of which 
is thickening. The resultant increase in viscosity reduces oil 

Add the quantity of oil specified by the manufacturer. 
Trusting the dipstick alone is unwise, especially on certain 
diesels, where the 'max' mark may consider the natural fuel 
contamination that results from active DPF regenerations. 
Should you notice that the level exceeds the 'max' mark, query 
the customer and suspect multiple aborted DPF regenerations, 
which may warrant further investigation.

“Multiple aborted DPF 
regenerations risk over-
contaminating the crankcase 
with diesel fuel, raising the 
oil levels excessively and 
speeding the rate of lubricant 
degradation”

http://www.motul.com
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flow, meaning that it takes longer for the lubricant to reach 
moving parts, especially following a cold start. Oxidation 
also increases the oil's acidity. While additives combat this 
to an extent, the risk of corrosion heightens as those anti-
oxidant ingredients deplete. Many technicians are familiar 
with oil sludge but may not realise that oxidisation tends to 
be the root cause. Varnishes and lacquer deposits might also 
result from oil oxidation, which can be even harder to shift. 

Chemical degradation is also a further complication. 
Modern engine oils contain a balance of additives to 
achieve the required longevity and anti-wear characteristics 
but they do not last forever. Indeed, they deplete faster, as 
the oil becomes increasingly contaminated. If the car has 
not been used during wintertime, which is common among 
classic and cherished vehicles, even fresh oil is not immune 
to ageing. Castrol told us that, while engine oil is generally 
stable (i.e. its chemicals tend not to react with each other), 
moisture and other impurities can still enter the sump, even 
if the engine is not started. Annoyingly, an oil drain and refill 
is unlikely to remove all of these impurities, a proportion of 
which is likely to remain within the crankcase. At the very 
best, they will reduce the life of the fresh lubricant.

A case for flushing 
Going by Castrol's logic, changing the oil and flushing-out 
these harmful deposits are beneficial for not only engine 
life but also tailpipe emissions. Indeed, a borderline MOT 
exhaust gas failure might be solved by an oil drain, flush 
and refill. Yet, you can choose from a huge variety of engine 
flushes, including dedicated machines that pump heated 

A quality oil flush is a worthy 
upsell, to clean-out the crankcase 
of deposits that result from dirty 
and saturated oil. 

High-quality oil conditioners are designed 
to reduce the oxidisation rate of fresh oil, 
which is ideal, when the engine is tasked 

with numerous short trips.

http://www.castrol.com/autotechnician
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cleansing fluid around the lubrication system. Despite their 
availability, most garages dose a flushing additive into the 
old oil, instead. Unless oil changes were neglected in the 
past, flushing should not cause any problems but consider 
that they do not have to comply with any fixed technical 
standard. Wynn's advises that an engine flush should have 
not only cleaning and acid neutralisation properties but 
also lubrication functions. It highlights that obtaining all 
three qualities from a single product is far from easy. Castrol 
agrees but claims that the flushing market is:

"dominated largely by solvent-based products, which can 
degrade engine seals and dislodge sludge in larger, denser 
deposits. This can cause blockages in vital oil ways and lead 
to oil leaks."

The company highlights its latest Engine Shampoo pre-oil 
change treatment, which reduces this risk by dissolving and 
flushing out up to 85% of sludge, while being solvent-free. 

Naturally, other producers extol the benefits of flushing; this 
video of BG Product's EPR at work is especially telling of its 
benefits:  www.bit.ly/BGFlush

Looking beyond oil 
Multiple short journeys affect more components than 
service items alone, which you must consider. Should these 
components not work at their optimum, a consequence 
will likely be reduced engine oil life. Multiple aborted DPF 
regenerations, for example, risk over-contaminating the 
crankcase with diesel fuel, raising the oil levels excessively 
and speeding the rate of lubricant degradation.

BG Products also reminds us that fuel injectors, EGR valves, 
air intake plenums, oxygen sensors and catalytic converters 
are among the many critical areas on which deposits 
form. This highlights the benefits of further maintenance 
procedures, including fuel system additives and air intake 
system cleaners. JLM Lubricants also adds that, especially 
with short trips:

"Fuel injectors and GDI injectors especially carbon-up. This 
causes uneven spray patterns, or even leaking/dripping 
injectors. When the engine does not run at its optimum 
operating temperature, these droplets of fuel do not 
evaporate but wash past the piston rings and end-up in the 
engine oil."

Preventative measures 
The topic about whether you should upsell an oil 
supplement, or not, is a contentious one. Many (but not all) 
engine oil blenders argue that there is no need for you to 
supplement their lubricants' additive packs. The VLS shares a 
similar stance and told AT that:

"Oil fortifiers can actually cause issues of their own. They 
generally will either thicken the oil, which might make it fall 
outside the design viscosity and hence impact performance, 
or they contain additional additive metals which could 
cause problems with exhaust after-treatment devices."

Yet, quality additive companies argue that, while after-
treatment compatible oil supplement additives were 
beneficial during pre-COVID times, they are especially 

Do not forget that anything that 
reduces combustion efficiency will 

decrease oil life. Fuel additives 
can help to maintain cleanliness 
but do not overlook the ignition 

system and other serviceable 
items, such as filters. 

http://www.cdti.com
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Getting it right 
 
The extra stresses that lockdown driving 
conditions have placed upon engine oil 
highlights the importance of selecting the 
correct lubricant. While modern oils, made 
by credible manufacturers and used in the 
appropriate applications, provide decent low-
temperature protection, the VLS highlights 
that not permitting the lubricant to reach its 
optimum operating temperature of between 75 
and 105 degrees centigrade is far from ideal.

Using an incompatible oil specification 
can create even worse problems, including 
accelerating wear to not only the engine but 
also catalytic converters and particulate filters. 
The VLS emphasises that, as engines become 
ever more sophisticated, the demands on 
lubricants are more stringent. Therefore, it is 
increasingly relevant to use a product that 
meets the OEM requirements in full, especially 
in these challenging times.

relevant now. Aside from cold weather, reduced driving 
speeds and shorter trips place the oil at a greater risk of 
contamination and oxidation. Therefore, especially if we face 
further lockdowns in the year ahead, it may be useful to give 
customers' engine lubrication systems an extra helping hand. 
BG Products highlights its MOA fortifier, which is designed 
specifically for petrol engines and fortifies the oil against 
premature breakdown and degradation. 

JLM states that its Bortec oil additive's anti-oxidant ingredients 
help the lubricant to tolerate multiple short runs, which 
reduces sludge formation. Furthermore, it also helps to reduce 
engine wear, by decreasing the risk of metal-to-metal contact 
before the engine oil pressure has built sufficiently, during the 
cold-start and warm-up phases. The Dutch lubrication experts 
told us that, even if the engine is not new, Bortec slows-down 
wear rates, as well as helping to clean the engine's internals. 
It also highlights that, as the formulation represents the very 
latest in friction modification technology, it contains no solid 
particles, making it suitable for newer cars' tighter tolerances.

"Multiple short journeys 
affect more components than 
service items alone, which you 
must consider. Should these 
components not work at their 
optimum, a consequence will 
likely be reduced engine oil life"

http://www.ukla-vls.org.uk
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It is sometimes easy to underestimate your worth – the years of training, hands-on experience and 
aggravating, but hugely valuable, mistakes that have honed your diagnostic process – that have all 
boosted your first-time fix rate. Here, we consider a recent study into labour rates, discuss charging 
assessment fees & communicating your worth to customers...

Don’t sell yourself short

A recent study carried out by the Independent Garage 
Association (IGA) indicates that independent garages provide 
consumers with outstanding value for money, unrivalled 
by any other sector in the automotive aftermarket. The IGA 
compared the rates charged by members in 2012 to those 
charged in 2020 and also analysed the direct labour costs using 
data from the Office of National Statistics. Stuart James, IGA 
Chief Executive, said: “The study clearly shows that in many 
cases, independent garages have been absorbing the rising 
costs involved with running a garage business, rather than 
passing those increases on to their customers.

“While this is great news for their customers, it is impacting on 
garage profit margins year-on-year, which in the long-term is 
not sustainable. In these difficult times, it is more important 
than ever for garages to build all ongoing costs into charging 
structures to future-proof their businesses.”

The UK Independent Garage Labour Rate Study provides its 
members with a reference tool to establish whether their 
labour rate is comparable with other garages in their area, 
plus a labour rate calculator helps members review their 
costs and work out an approximate breakeven hourly rate. 
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The Independent Garage Association has created a labour rate 
calculator to enable its members to work out a break-even charge 
out rate to cover workshops costs

One of the biggest challenges workshops 
now face is getting paid for diagnostic 

work – do you charge a diagnostic fee?



Tel: 01234 432988
Email: hello@autotechtraining.co.uk
Web: autotechtraining.co.uk

We provide the highest quality  
training courses to workshops and 
individuals in the UK's aftermarket, 
many of which can be delivered 
on-site.

• Electric/Hybrid Vehicle
(Levels 1-4)

• MOT Annual Training and
Assessment

• MOT Manager

• MOT Tester

• Transmission Systems

• Steering and Suspension

• ADAS

• Air conditioning servicing and 

ARE YOUR TECHNICIANS
EV READY?
WE OFFER A COMPLETE
SOLUTION FOR ALL
YOUR EV, HYBRID, MOT
AND TECHNICAL
TRAINING NEEDS.

maintenance

https://autotechrecruit.co.uk/training/
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Costs including access to technical data and investment in 
equipment need to be built into charging structures to ensure 
services are not undervalued.

The study showed that the average labour rate charged by 
independent garages in the UK in 2020 was £47.47 – with an 
average of £47.90 in England, £45.52 in Scotland, £40.61 in 
Wales and £40.55 in Northern Ireland. The highest regional cost 
was within the M25 area, with an average hourly labour rate 
of £55.48. Over the last eight years, the cost of labour to the 
customer has fallen behind inflation, with the national hourly 
labour rate increasing by only £5.88 over this time. As of 2020, 
this equates to a deficit of 6.7% below the rate of inflation.

Technician salaries were also shown to be lagging significantly 
behind other occupations. The average salary in 2012 was 
£25,408 according to the Office of National Statistics and rose 
to £28,402 in 2019, an increase of 11.8%. In comparison, the 
national average salary for a UK worker in any occupation over 
the same period rose to £36,611, an increase of 38%. 

The IGA has created a labour rate calculator to enable its 
members to work out a break-even charge out rate to cover 
workshops costs. To enquire about IGA membership, call 0845 
305 4230 or email enquiries@rmif.co.uk. 

Should you increase your labour rate? 
Some garages will remain adamant that their loyal customer 
base would just not accept a rise in labour costs – no matter 
how much they justified the price increase by educating the 
customer on the background costs involved. There are just 
too many garages in their area willing to absorb these costs 
and charge an artificially low rate. Others will be in a situation 
where they have been able to increase the labour rate in order 
to stop working all hours for little return and to also deter an 
unwanted type of customer – those who want to supply their 
own parts, get everything done on the cheap and generally 
distrust anything the garage recommends. Filling workshop 
hours with profitable work on the cars of grateful customers – 
the holy grail!

After building up a successful dealer-level independent 
workshop business, Andy Savva, AKA The Garage Inspector, 
now shares the tools and experience he has built up over 
many years through his training programmes. He believes a 
fundamental part of running a workshop is appreciating your 

value. “The only commodity that a garage sells is labour, we 
can call it skill, time or knowledge. Most garage owners and 
managers fail to recognise the value they add to the process 
in terms of service, skill, competence, quality, reliability and 
ability to respond to customer wants, needs and expectations. 
So, what happens is that garage owners set their labour rates 
because it is the going rate in the given area. The only thing we 
sell, our only revenue stream, we decide the value of by picking 
a figure from the sky. Consequently, garage owners who don’t 
realise or understand the value of the products and services 
they provide are subsidising the cost of repairs with unrealistic 
low prices.”

Andy provides training on workshop financials and marketing 
your expertise, find out more at www.thegarageinspector.com/
training and check out Andy’s 30-minute YouTube video on 
labour rates here: www.bit.ly/SavvaRates 

Charging for diagnostics 
One of the biggest challenges workshops now face is getting 
paid for diagnostic work. Pricing up mechanical repairs is pretty 
straightforward but how do you estimate the cost of resolving 
an issue when you have no idea how long it will take you to 
find the underlying faults and then resolve them? 

Barry Lawson of Ewan Lawson Motors (who provides an 
exclusive DPF case study from page 48) says he was first 
introduced to the idea of charging an ‘assessment fee’ when he 
joined the DPF Doctor network. He would charge £90 to assess 
any DPF issues and soon rolled this out to all diagnostic work. 
“Once we have a direction and information we need we can 
go further, if the customer wants us to, or it could turn out to 
be simple and rectified within this time slot,” says Barry. “I feel 
it works well for the customer. A lot of the time we hear “If it’s 
gonna cost loads I’ll just get rid of the car”. This way they can 
commit to £90 and once we have the report they can decide 
if they want to go onto repairs. I think most of the time the 
customer feels unwilling to go forward if it’s not clear what the 
fault is.” 

Diagnostic guru and Technical Topics trainer James Dillon has 
charged a diagnostic fee for a number of years and says that 
managing a customer’s expectations is crucial. “The problem 
with diagnostics is, when a customer comes to your workshop 

“Book the car in for a 
fixed price assessment. It 
gives you time and gets 
rid of the jokers”

 
James Dillon,  

Technical Topics

Diagnostic assessments 
 

• Offer a fixed price assessment for a given time slot

• Do the initial investigation

• Report back to the customer

• Agree a cost not to be exceeded for further work

•  Be brave enough to turn a customer away if the 
relationship isn’t ‘win win’
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they only want answers to two questions, how long and how 
much? The rest of it may as well be up to the fairies, as the 
customer isn’t interested. The problem we have as a technician 
is, the two answers you cannot give at the start are the ones 
they want answered, so straight away we have a clash. The 
second answer depends on the first answer and we don’t 
know that yet. Maybe a different way of thinking about it is 
to set some parameters. One technique is to set an informal 
budget with the customer. We in the workshop do this with a 
basic charge, to get their car into our workshop. The customer 
may say that the garage down the road is cheaper but surely 
they’ve already been there to know that, so presumably that 
garage couldn’t or wouldn’t do it.

“This agreement gives me enough time to have a proper look 
at the car. I can establish what’s likely to be wrong. However, 
there are two further benefits for me. Firstly, it gets rid of all the 
jokers. The people who don’t want to spend any money or who 
reckon they can’t leave the car with you for more than two 
minutes. Secondly, having a price that’s realistic will filter out 
all of the jobs that you would never want to do. Some of those 
jobs that come into the workshop, you’d have been better 
sticking £50 down the toilet and it would have been more fun 
to do! So actually, the assessment fee sounds expensive but it 
is a useful filter.”

To find out more about the training and technical support 
available from James Dillon, visit www.techtopics.co.uk.

It’s all about perception  
The ideal scenario is that you are confident enough in your 
skills and knowledge to either demand the right renumeration 
for your work as a technician, or charge the customer 
accordingly, in the case of an owner/technician. No-one can 

“Ensure you are 
communicating your 
expertise to your 
customers – shout 
about it before your 
competitors do!"

be expected to know everything but as long as your process 
is methodical, you are referring to accurate technical data and 
are committed to ongoing training, you will be providing a 
quality service to your local area and need to ensure you are 
communicating this expertise to your customers. Shout about 
it before your competitors do. 

“Almost every problem this industry of ours faces – acute 
shortage of trained qualified technicians, the lack of interest in 
automotive services as a viable profession as youth chase those 
white-collar jobs, the technological advances in vehicle design 
and the absence of succession planning or exit strategies – is 
the result of an inadequate revenue stream for both the garage 
owner and his or her employees,” says Andy Savva. 

If it’s been a while since you reflected on your labour rates, take 
some time to consider your costs, your labour rate and the kind 
of work you want to do more and less of in the future. Andy 
concludes: “You must adapt to managing the business rather 
than the business managing you. Having the ability to reflect 
the health and strength of your business at any given time or a 
specific period is crucial for your success.”

Photo by Ian Schneider on Unsplash
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CONTINUING HIS INVESTIGATION INTO HOW 
LOCKDOWN AFFECTS EVERYDAY CARS, ROB 
MARSHALL LOOKS AT WHY YOU CAN ADVISE 
WITH CONFIDENCE THAT LOW MILEAGES DO NOT 
MEAN FILTER REPLACEMENT INTERVALS CAN BE 
STRETCHED.

While the importance of fitting decent quality filtration is not 
lost on most technicians, having additional knowledge in your 
armoury will help you justify, to even the most sceptical drivers, 
that regular filter changes really are in their best interests. 

Lockdown and filters

Like many service parts, the lifespan of many filters depends not just on 
mileage but also time, something that many car owners do not realise.

Air filters 
Quite clearly, air filter life is related closely to engine running 
time. Atmospheric conditions also make a notable difference; 
dusty environments, for example, will gobble-up filtration 
capacity remarkably quickly. Yet, what about inactivity?

MAHLE is one such brand that emphasises the OE quality 
of its parts, telling AT that its filters continue to operate 
efficiently should the vehicle be either left in the open, or used 
infrequently. UFI filtration agrees with Mahle's additional advice 
that technicians should heed the manufacturer's change 
interval. However, considering the current situation, it is likely 
that an air filter will need renewing way before the specified 
distance has been covered and it is worth remembering that 
some car makers recommend a two years' replacement interval 
for low mileage users.

Yet, surely this means that air filter elements are not immune to 
the effects of time? Interestingly, not all quality manufacturers 
whom we approached were united fully with their 
recommendations.

Like Mahle, the Bilstein Group told us that a car being laid-up 
has no effect on air filter life, whereas UFI advises replacing 
the air filter every 12 months, because the pleated cellulose 
filter media can absorb moisture over time, which reduces 
its filtration capacity. To address this, UFI highlights that it 
has been developing synthetic filter fibres that possess extra 
hydrophobic properties. First Line commented that, for cars 
that have not been moved for months, a technician might 
discover condensation, or even mould in the filter element 
in rare cases. Yet, First Line also points-out that the air box 
housing is not airtight and some air will still pass through the 
filter, even when the engine is not running. Therefore, the filter 
can still clog, albeit over a far longer period of time, because it 
is still performing its filtration role.



https://www.borgandbeck.com/
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Valeo and Hella Hengst concur with UFI and First Line; as the 
pleats are made from cellulose, both air filter performance and 
physical characteristics are affected by atmospheric humidity 
levels. Valeo highlights that a quality filter manufacturer will 
take very high and low ambient temperatures into account 
during the developmental phases. A quality air filter will also 
not rot in its housing, because the filter is saturated with either 
acrylic, or phenolic resins. Hella Hengst explains that this 
impregnation also ages; technicians can spot this by looking 
at deformation in the filter as its strength is compromised. The 
resultant decrease in airflow will cause a host of issues, from 
excessive emissions and poor fuel consumption to an increase 
in engine wear.

Oil filters  
As discovered in our separate engine lubrication editorial, even 
OEMs with the longest service internals recommend more 
frequent oil changes, when the engine spends much of its 
time operating below its optimum temperature. Interestingly, 
oil filters tend to be unaffected directly by multiple short trips; 
the effect of deteriorating oil quality is more relevant to their 
lifespan. The filter clogging risk rises not only with an increase 
in oil viscosity, as the lubricant oxidises, but also due to extra 
contaminations being present. As most engine wear occurs 
during the cold-start and warm-up phases, the oil filter might 
be faced with trapping a greater quantity of harmful particles 
in the event of multiple short runs.

As engine oil takes longer to reach its optimum temperature, 
compared with coolant, the driver might be unaware that 
the engine has not warmed fully. The Bilstein Group argues 
that, because short journeys and cold weather increase the 
water content within the crankcase, oil that remains relatively 
cool cannot permit these contaminations to evaporate. 
The resultant oil/water emulsification can saturate the filter 
medium prematurely, highlighting the importance of the oil 
filter's bypass valve. Naturally, if activated, lubricant still flows 
around the engine, albeit unfiltered. While this is undesirable, 
it is a preferred situation than starving the engine of oil. 
Furthermore, the issues associated with lockdown-style 
motoring highlights that decent filter capacity, bypass and 
anti-drain valves being to the correct specification, high-quality 
filtration medium and suitable anti-corrosion properties for 
metal canister designs are reasons why any garage should 
never fit less than OE quality filters.

Naturally, oil filter replacement should complement the oil 
drain interval, which is recommended at least once annually 
for cars driven infrequently. Should you have a customer that 
wishes you to recommission a cherished vehicle, Valeo advises 
that the oil and filter should be replaced every 30 months, even 
if the engine has not been started during that time.

Petrol filters  
While many newer petrol cars are not fitted with fuel filters, 
this does not mean that you should ignore the requirements 
of vehicles thus equipped. Modern E5 petrol starts to oxidise 
and absorbs moisture almost immediately after being blended, 
which means that engine efficiency is compromised if the 
tank contains fuel that is only a few months-old. On vehicles 
with metal fuel tanks, oxidised fuel and internal condensation 
promote corrosion, iron oxide flakes from which can also block 
the filter and fuel lines. For this reason, it is wise to recommend 
that the fuel tank is kept brimmed, should the car not be used 
often. First Line adds that, because water is denser than petrol, 
moisture can also clog the filter and starve the engine of fuel. 
Valeo agrees that low-quality fuel promotes corrosion and 
obstructions within the filter, which is not always obvious.

Corrosion on the outer casing and the unions can be 
accelerated by longer periods of inactivity, although decent-
quality filters should possess suitable coatings to repel attack 
from even road salt. Mahle advises that technicians should pay 
special attention to the mounting points. Rubber gaskets, if 
present, should be present to avoid metal-to-metal contact, 
which will chip-off any protective finishes.

“Oil filters tend to be unaffected 
directly by multiple short trips; 
the effect of deteriorating oil 
quality is more relevant to  
their lifespan”
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Diesel filters 
Diesel injection systems tend to be far less tolerant of 
impurities than those of petrol engines, hence why 
manufacturers pay more attention to the filtration aspects. 
Naturally, this demands that technicians do the same. As with 
petrol, diesel fuel oxidises if left within the tank for relatively 
long periods of time. Since 2011, pump fuel had to contain 
up to 7% bioethanol (hence the 'B7' label), which deteriorates 
faster than the alternative that is derived solely from crude 
oil. The result is greater quantities of gum and organic acids 
that can afflict the fuel filter. With the 'eco' bio-content 
providing both food and moisture sources, it is unsurprising 
that microbial growth promotes slime formation that also 
risks contaminating the fuel filter. Many of these issues tended 
not to have many consequences in pre-Covid times. Yet, with 
recent events making it more likely that fuel tanks do not 
receive a regular turnover of fresh diesel, expect to encounter 
such issues at service time, which you can help to prevent 
with more regular filter replacements. Should you notice slime 
within the filter canister, you may wish to recommend that 
owner considers a biocide fuel additive, such as that sold by 
Wynn's.

Mahle and First Line acknowledge, however, that water 
contamination has always been an issue for diesel vehicles. 
This justifies why many fuel systems possess a water trap 
and a simple valve makes easy work of draining water from 
the canister. Yet, some of the latest designs are sealed, 
meaning that further dismantling might be required. A further 
consideration is that diesel fuel can solidify, should the vehicle 
be left standing for longer than six months. As neglected filters 
can block prematurely, due to all, or a combination of these 
factors, it is a wise idea to quote for a diesel filter change, even 
if the part was replaced only last year. Furthermore, as modern 
B7 diesel requires special care in storage, be extra vigilant if 
your customer tends not to use fuel station forecourts to refuel.

Cabin filters  
When confronted with the technical facts, your customers 
might be persuaded that lower mileages do not mean longer 
filter replacement intervals. Yet, urging them that the cabin 
filter also requires annual replacement might be harder, 
because it is seen more of a comfort feature and is less critical 
than filters that protect the engine and fuel systems. Or is it? 

Apart from the health benefits of enhancing air quality within 
the vehicle as much as possible, a clean cabin filter aids the 
demisting system's efficacy. While the car has been standing, 
especially outside during the autumn and winter months, Valeo 
adds that the cabin filter can still degrade. Deposits, such as 
tree sap and leaves can still fall onto the vehicle and block the 
HVAC system. This can lead to moisture penetrating the cabin 
filter and spores from the resultant mould is hardly something 
that should be blown into the passenger compartment during 
a pandemic.

All of the suppliers that lent their technical advice for this 
feature recommend annual cabin filter replacements, 
irrespective of mileage. To help you communicate this message 
to customers, First Line has produced a dedicated poster, 

"All of the suppliers that lent 
their technical advice for this 
feature recommend annual 
cabin filter replacements, 
irrespective of mileage"

https://www.ufifilters.com/en/
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which you can request, by e-mailing marketing@firstline.
co.uk with ‘Cabin Filter Poster’ as your subject. Do not forget to 
include your name and address in the message.

While replacing a cabin filter twice in the same year might 
be too much for some customers to stomach, it might be 
a worthwhile recommendation for drivers that still cover 
high mileages. Mahle advises that early spring and autumn 
are optimum replacement seasons, because a new filter is 
more likely to capture the burgeoning levels of pollen in the 
spring; subsequent renewal in the autumn ensures that these 
contaminations are not clogging the filter and restricting 
airflow into the vehicle, when the driver replies on rapid 
warming and window defogging to keep safe.

Making an enquiry? 

Please mention you saw it in 
Autotechnician! 

https://partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com/en/index
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WHILE MANY TECHNICIANS UNDERSTAND 
WHY WINTRY SHORT TRIPS CAN BLOCK DIESEL 
PARTICULATE FILTERS, ROB MARSHALL LOOKS AT 
HOW OTHER PARTS OF THE EXHAUST SYSTEM ARE 
AFFECTED.

It tends not to be realised, even by technicians, that burning a 
litre of petrol, or diesel, within a combustion engine produces 
almost the same quantity of water. While some of it ends up in 
the engine oil, most escapes as steam into the exhaust system. 
As the flowing gases reach the catalytic converter, many toxins 
present are converted into yet more water. 

Clearly, this moisture cannot simply disappear. In warm 
weather, especially after a run, the steam that emerges from 
the exhaust pipe cannot be seen – yet, it is still there. In colder 
weather, the steam may condense within the exhaust system, 
causing water droplets to be expelled from the tailpipe. The 
water vapour may also condense as soon as it hits the open 
air, creating plumes of visible 'smoke'. Some concerned owners 
consult 'Doctor Google' and conclude, incorrectly, that their 
cylinder-head gasket has failed, when no such drama has 
occurred; all that can be blamed is the weather.

Rotting away 
While short journeys can prevent the engine from reaching 
its optimum operating temperature, the exhaust system 
can also be affected. As after-treatment systems (such as 
catalytic converters and DPFs) require high temperatures to 
work, manufacturers place them as close to the engine as 
possible. Not helped by a flow of cold air passing over the 
rest of the exhaust system as the car moves forward, the rest 

Lockdown and exhausts

Extended downtime and short journeys during winter can exacerbate salt 
corrosion damage. Make extra checks on any portion of the exhaust that 
looks rusty, to check that it has not become seriously weakened.

Exhausts are attacked by corrosion both inside and out. Raise the 
vehicle on a ramp and inspect the whole system carefully. A small 
quantity of external corrosion might be the tip of the iceberg and 
could reveal a system that has rotted from the inside, out. Do not 
forget to check the integrity of any thin steel heat shields, either.

of the pipework runs cooler. Therefore, steam is more likely to 
condense inside those colder parts, especially during short 
runs in cold weather.

While most OEM and quality aftermarket exhausts are 
manufactured from aluminised steel, they are not impervious 
to the resultant corrosion, caused by the slightly acidic water 
that becomes trapped within the system. Ironically, due to their 
stop-start nature, hybrid petrol vehicles tend to have exhausts 
that run at cooler temperatures, making them more prone to 
'rot'.

This explains why exhausts can rust from the inside, out. 
Interestingly, diesel exhausts can last at least twice as long as 
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those fitted to equivalent petrols. While diesel's oily particulates 
have given legislators and carmakers particular headaches, 
because of their negative impact on air quality, they add a 
protective anti-corrosion coating within the exhaust system's 
surfaces. For this reason, you may encounter cars over a 
decade-old, wearing original exhausts in good condition.

Sickly cats 
As excessively-rich fuel/air mixtures can damage the precious 
metals that coat the catalytic converter's internal porous 
monolith, repeated engine stop and restarts over short periods 
risk dispensing unburnt fuel into the catalyst, especially when 
the engine is cold. This is not relevant to modern automatic 
start-stop systems, which possess algorithms that protect the 
converter to prevent this situation from happening.

While a catalytic converter reaches its operating temperature 
far quicker than coolant and engine oil, it needs to attain a far 
higher 350 degrees Celsius, which is unlikely to be reached, 
let alone maintained, on very short runs in the cold. Repeated 
abuse in this way coats the active surfaces with un-burnt 
fuel particles. These prevent the gases from interacting with 
the precious metals and, because the chemical reaction can 
now not take place fully, raised CO and HC emissions might 
result in an MOT failure. While some cleansing fuel additives 
are available, you may wish to advise a low-mileage customer 
to drive the car for around 20 minutes non-stop, to allow the 

converter to reach its operating temperature and burn-off the 
accumulated hydrocarbons.

Diesel SCR 
Selective Catalytic Reduction appeared in passenger diesel cars 
approximately five years ago, as the most popular means of 
meeting Euro VI NOx emissions regulations. Our new car report 
shows how the system is developing with the Volkswagen's 
Arteon's twin dosing technology.

Aside from user error, which can range from spilling AdBlue 
over the operating electronics on top of the tank, to dosing 
it directly into the diesel, short journeys present additional 
complications over and above DPF clogging. The AdBlue 
solution, a mixture of distilled water and urea, tends to 
crystallise under these conditions. These can clog not only the 
tubing between the tank and the exhaust system but also the 
injector.

Inferior AdBlue quality also poses a risk. Yet, all AdBlue 
possesses a limited two years storage life, which reduces 
if it has been exposed to strong sunlight and temperature 
extremes. Therefore, it may be worth advising owners of low 
mileage diesel vehicles to top-up their AdBlue with fresh fluid, 
if they have not done so for several years.

Extra value checks 
Clearly, the MOT Test will uncover excessively deteriorated 
exhaust systems and inefficient anti-pollution equipment. Yet, 
come service time, perform closer inspections of the exhaust's 
integrity and advise the customer if you conclude that it will 
not last for at least another year of relatively infrequent and low 
mileage use.

Do not forget rubber mounts, which tend to perish faster on 
vehicles that are used infrequently. Weak, or broken, mounts 
place the system under extra stress, increasing the fracture risk.

Catalyst replacement costs 
unlikely to decline 
The 600% rise of UK catalytic converter thefts within the 
last eighteen months, with London being the epicentre, 
highlights their precious metals' high scrap values. It seems 
that greater quantities of these valuable elements are used 
on hybrid cars, judging by the theft figures. The market 
value of these materials continues to skyrocket, meaning 
that replacement catalytic converters are becoming more 
expensive. The value of rhodium, for example, increased 
threefold during 2020. According to BM Catalysts, demand is 
fuelled by the global drive to improve air quality by targeting 
tailpipe emissions. As there are few signs of this abating, 
market forces are making it unlikely that replacement 
catalytic converter prices will drop, at least in the short term.

We are especially grateful to Klarius for its technical 
expertise on which we have lent for this feature.
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PROBLEM VEHICLE: 2016 FORD TRANSIT CUSTOM

As a member of Darren Darling’s DPF Doctor network, we 
follow the same process for every vehicle that comes through 
the door, no exceptions. Darren has established the DNA of 
the network. It starts with talking to our customer because 
gathering information about their perception of the problem, 
and how their vehicle has been performing, is crucial. This is 
also the time to put our customer at ease given so many have 
had bad experiences in the past with failed DPF repairs and 
large bills.

We then move to undertaking the assessment, looking at 
fault codes and live data. We carry out basic manual tests to 
ascertain the health of the DPF and pinpoint the faults that 
could necessitate repairs/further testing. So, back to the job in 
hand, on this occasion, a Ford Transit Custom.

The initial scan of fault codes came up with P2463 - DPF soot 
accumulation high and P25A1 - Exhaust Aftermarket glow plug 
circuit open.

From finding the fault to the perfect 
fix – at a fraction of the price
BY BARRY LAWSON,  
EWAN LAWSON MOTORS  

Gathering the data, it was clear why these codes had displayed. 
Live data showing that soot loadings were up 200% because 
the DPF hadn’t been regenerating, explained the fault code 
P2463.

The DPF is a self-cleaning filter so we must find the fault that’s 
stopping it from regenerating. As good as the JLM Lubricants’ 
DPF Cleaning Fluid is, it won’t stop the DPF from blocking 
again if the underlying faults are not correctly identified and 
fixed.

Moving on a step, we undertook some basic testing. This is 
included in the £90 assessment fee, which we agreed at the 
outset with the customer.

We started by looking for the open circuit in the exhaust 
glow plug circuit, activating the circuit with the scan tool and 
loading it.  We could see we had battery voltage at the glow 
plug, which shows good integrity in the wiring from the Engine 
Control Module to the multi-plug at the glow plug. But upon 
checking the resistance at the glow plug we could see it had 
failed - showing open circuit.
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We had now identified the problem causing the DPF to fail at 
self-cleaning and regeneration.

We contacted our customer to explain our findings and 
provide the cost for repairs and cleaning. He had been told by 
another garage that other parts were to blame. So, the EGR had 
been replaced and the exhaust temperature sensors had been 
removed for cleaning. Alarmingly he had also been advised 
by this garage that the next step was to replace the ‘faulty’ 
DPF! The diagnostic computer or scan tool is often blamed 
because if that’s what the fault code says then the part must 
be changed. But the fault codes only provide a  diagnostic 
direction. They should not be used to justify changing parts 
without undertaking further tests. Take this approach to its 
conclusion and you have a very unhappy customer parting 
with a large sum of money on repairs/replacements that were 
not needed. At all.

After explaining this to our (relieved) customer he was happy 
for us to carry on with the repairs and the cleaning of the DPF.

In the DPF Doctor network we use JLM Lubricants’ products 
from in-tank treatments, such as Regen Plus and Extreme 
Clean, depending on the status of the DPF. With the Ford 
Transit Custom, we used JLM DPF cleaning fluid – a two 
pack solution that is injected directly into the DPF, allowing 
it to soften up the carbon before flushing it through at low 
temperatures. This protects the DPF from the damage that a 
static regeneration may cause if it’s badly blocked.

With the JLM treatments applied, we took the van on a 50-
mile extended road test so we could monitor live data. This 
showed the system was in full working order. The DPF pressure 
had dropped dramatically and was now back to nearly-new 
condition, well within the manufacturer’s specification. 

This case study highlights that the DPF does not always need 
replacing. So, for a customer faced with this diagnosis from 
a mechanic, it’s wise to get a second opinion from a DPF 
specialist. For example, our customer had been quoted £1,300 
from Ford for a new DPF. For £300, the DPF on their van had 
been restored to nearly new. A massive saving of £1,000, thanks 
to The DPF Doctor Network knowhow.

Being part of the DPF Doctor Network has really helped 
us grow in the field of diagnosing DPF faults. This in turn 
helps with diagnostic work in general. As a network, DPF 
Doctors talk regularly, especially online given the current 
restrictions. It is this shared experience, expertise and the 
regular training that helps drive the high standards of 
customer care and satisfaction that we’re renowned for. 
Long may this continue.
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A Peugeot 107 (petrol) was presented with the EML 
illuminated, so the first step was to connect Delphi 
Technologies’ DS150 diagnostic tool and interrogate the 
engine management system. This revealed the fault code 
PO420, ‘catalyst system efficiency below threshold’ which 
sounds quite definitive but, because of the way information is 
fed to the engine management system, could still be caused 
by any one of a number of underlying faults. This is one of the 
codes that frequently steers technicians to begin replacing 
parts in an effort to eliminate the problem but, in this case, 
the Delphi diagnostic system was used to gain a deeper 
understanding of where the actual problem was, in order to fix 
it first time around. 

Like many vehicles, the Peugeot 107 has a Lambda (oxygen) 
sensor between the engine and the catalyst, plus another 
after the catalyst. The system compares the oxygen levels 
indicated by the two sensors and if it sees that they are out of 
specification, either too high or too low, flags up the fault code 
‘catalyst efficiency below threshold’ but cannot distinguish 
between the different causes.

Delphi Technologies Case Study: 
Investigating an engine management 
warning on a Peugeot 107

Possible causes 
In this case, there were four possible explanations. The catalyst 
itself may have been malfunctioning; the rear Lambda sensor 
may have been faulty; too little oxygen may have been 
arriving at the cat from the engine; or there may have been a 
leak allowing surplus air, and additional oxygen, to be sucked 
through the cat. To separate these possibilities and create 
a simple test plan, the next step was to look at the live data 
coming from the two Lambda sensors when the engine was 
running.

With the engine running and the cat up to temperature, the 
output signals from the two Lambda sensors were displayed 
by the diagnostic tool. The first sensor, before the cat, was 
showing normal voltage readings. However, the output voltage 
from the second sensor remained steady at a value well below 
the specified reading, indicating a permanently lean condition 
(too much oxygen) after the cat. No wonder the system 
thought the cat wasn’t working properly! It was still possible 
that the rear Lambda sensor was at fault, so the engine was 
revved briefly to enrich the exhaust mixture. Sure enough, the 
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sensor responded with increased voltage, making it unlikely to 
be the cause of the fault code.

With the rear sensor excluded as a cause, and the front sensor 
indicating normal exhaust mixture before the cat, only two 
possibilities remained: a faulty cat or air being drawn into the 
cat through a leak. The easiest one to eliminate was the leak, 
using a very quick and simple test. In a well-ventilated area, 
with the engine running, the exhaust tailpipe was blocked off. 
Normally, with a sound exhaust system, this would choke the 
engine so the revs would gradually drop.

In the Peugeot tested, the engine carried on running happily 
with the tailpipe completely blocked, indicating that exhaust 
gas was able to find its way out from other exits. To identify 
where the leak was occurring, the engine was switched off and 
a smoke generator connected to the tailpipe which gradually 
filled the exhaust with thick smoke. This was seen to escape 
readily from the joint flange at the end of the cat where it 
connected to the exhaust downpipe. Crucially, this was before 
the second Lambda sensor and, since gas leaks work in both 
directions, it meant large quantities of air could be drawn 
into the exhaust stream before it passed the sensor, so giving 
excessive oxygen readings.

Fault found and fixed 
The exhaust was detached and manipulated to improve 
its alignment with the cat flange, then refitted to make an 
effective gas-tight seal. When the smoke test was repeated, no 

leaks were present. More importantly, with the engine running 
and up to normal temperature, the voltage output from the 
second Lambda sensor was now showing within specification 
on the diagnostic display. Without following this logical 
process and the guidance of the diagnostic tool, it would have 
been very easy to replace the sensor, or even the cat, without 
correcting the fault; an expensive and unsatisfactory outcome 
for the customer and frustrating for the technician.

The next step was to clear the fault code from the system. 
Once this had been carried out, to establish that the fault was 
genuinely eliminated and make sure the engine warning light 
would not come on again, another menu in the diagnostic tool 
was selected, EOBD.

In EOBD mode, the Delphi Technologies diagnostic tool 
focusses only on faults relating to emissions, but shows these 
in more detail than the regular display. One of the EOBD 
screens displays which parameters are ready to be tested, 
showing them each as ‘yes’ or ‘no’. With the ignition on but 
the engine not running, the cat and the oxygen sensor both 
appear as ‘no’ but once running at normal temperature with 
the cat fully lit, these will switch to ‘yes’. At this point, if the 
engine warning light has not come on, the technician knows 
the repair has been completely successful.

Only after a positive result at this point was the Peugeot 
released to its owner. By using the Delphi Technologies 
diagnostic tool, no expensive parts had been unnecessarily 
replaced and diagnosing and fixing the fault had been an 
unexpectedly quick process. Such an outcome works to 
considerably strengthen the relationship between the owner 
and those completing the work – the customer appreciating 
the expertise and cost-saving offered by the garage, while 
the workshop boosting throughput and set to benefit from 
increased customer loyalty.

Further information on Delphi Technologies’ diagnostic 
solutions can be viewed at http://bit.ly/DelphiDiag
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       Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

SENSOR OPPORTUNITY 
NGK’s range of NTK camshaft and crankshaft sensors 
(engine speed & position sensors) comprises more than 200 
UK-specific part numbers with excellent UK vehicle parc 
coverage.

Cam and crankshaft sensors are a vital part of the engine 
management system and provide information about 
engine speed and the exact position of several engine parts, 
camshaft/valves, and crankshaft/pistons. Supplying this 
information to the engine control unit (ECU) enables the fuel 
injection and ignition systems to function efficiently.

The sensors use either Hall effect or inductive principle and 
are not interchangeable. Some are designed to operate ‘dry’, 
some in oil contact.

Hall effect sensors have integrated electronics, an external 
5V power supply and a square output signal (0V/5V). 
They can detect a ‘position’ even when the trigger wheel 
is stationary. Compared to inductive type, they have less 
sensitivity to electromagnetic interference and changes in 
the air gap between sensor and the trigger have no direct 
effect on the signal. They have three pin connectors. 

Inductive sensors generate a signal, have no external power 
supply, and have a wave-form output signal. A signal is 
generated only as the ‘trigger wheel’ passes by. Voltage rises 
as the trigger wheel increases speed. The mounting distance 
between the sensor and trigger wheel is important. They 
have two or three pin connectors, the third being a shielding 
ground connection.

Whichever design principle, the sensor delivers the input 
signal for the ECU. Without that signal the engine runs 
poorly, hard starting results or vehicle breakdown occurs.

www.ngkntk.com

ADAS CALIBRATION BUNDLE OFFERS
Delphi Technologies is now making it easier for garages 
to maintain ADAS technology with some bundle offers on 
its recently launched modular ADAS calibration kit.

Available until the end of the year, the bundles enable 
independent garages to tap into this additional revenue 
potential and the need for garages to be able to do so 
is only going to grow greater, with more than 40% of 
new vehicles fitted as standard with at least two types of 
ADAS. 

Delphi Technologies’ ADAS modular kit works seamlessly 
with the existing DS Diagnostic tablet and software, 
providing an initial provision for 284 models with camera 
calibration and 146 models with radar calibration. More 
applications will continue to be added.

Simple step-by-step instructions are built into the 
software and a two-day training course is offered with 
each bundle.

The ADAS Rig Bundle – comprising of the ADAS Car Rig 
CRC 150, two target boards and two days’ training – is 
now £8,160 instead of £8,340. The ADAS DS150 Bundle 
adds the DS150E Hardware and DS150E/450E 1-year car 
subscription for a total of £9,995 – representing a saving 
of £300. Finally, the ADAS DS450 Bundle comprises the 
ADAS Rig Bundle, plus the DS450E Tablet, VCI & 1-year car 
software, and costs £10,995 – offering a saving of £475 
over the normal price of £11,470. 

The Bundles are available until 31st December 2021. For 
further information, visit www.delphiautoparts.com.PA
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Castrol has launched its new online Oil Selector tool, to help 
both consumers and technicians select the right oil and 
fluids for a specific vehicle. The tool, found at  
www.bit.ly/OilSelect, has been designed to increase 
consumer awareness of the benefits of using premium 
lubricants and fluids, helping workshops maximise upsell 
opportunities.

Users enter the number plate, make and model of the 
vehicle, and bespoke recommendations on the most 
suitable oil, transmission fluid, brake fluid and coolant are 
given. Workshop staff using the tool will also be directed to 
trade-only versions of Castrol products. 

Paul Miller, Marketing Manager at Castrol Europe comments: 
“Many consumers are unaware of the most appropriate 

SPEED UP THE DIAGNOSIS PROCESS  
The Launch X431 EURO PRO 5 PLUS is Launch UK’s latest 
addition to the market, boasting wide vehicle coverage, 
powerful test functions, accurate test data and numerous special 
functions. It also comes in a robust carry case with all necessary 
leads and a wide selection of legacy OBD 1 adapters.

A key feature of the new PRO5 Plus is a fully integrated version 
of the Haynes PRO Electronic module and the PRO 5 also 
supports the HD3 Truck module and Launch ADAS and ADAS 
Dynamic system as options. 

Launch 'Intelligent diagnostic' features automatic VIN 
recognition for over 70 manufacturers and Diagnostic Trouble 
Codes (DTCs) are displayed with a full description. Two routes 
are possible to resolve the trouble code: A search for a solution 
using Google, or by using the Launch Guided Diagnosis 
function, powered by HaynesPRO.

The Launch Guided Diagnostic function guides the user 
from reading the DTC, to step-by-step testing of all relevant 
components.

It comes with a two-year warranty, two-year software package 
and a one-year subscription to the Electronics module.

www.launchtech.co.uk

ONLINE OIL SELECTOR TOOL 

lubricant and fluids to use for their vehicle and are unsure 
where best to search for the information. The Castrol Oil 
Selector is one of the most advanced online tools of its 
kind, yet is quick and simple to use, with clear guidance on 
why a premium option could be best for them. Crucially, 
it helps take away some of the burden from workshops 
in communicating the benefits, helping them maximise 
interest in, and profit from, these key consumables.”

FLEX DISC IMPROVE UPON THE  
OE PART 
 
The new MEYLE-HD flex disc provides improved 
thread stability inside the disc and to ensure a smooth 
replacement, there is a practical installation video 
using the Mercedes Benz S211 as an example, here  
www.bit.ly/MeyleFlex. The experts also provide tips 
for installation and removal for other vehicles.

Flex discs need to be able to withstand strong forces, 
impacts and heat, that can lead to wear and tear or, 
in the worst case, cause the flex disc to break or fail. 
The MEYLE-HD flex disc was specially designed with a 
focus on winding technology, reducing inner friction 
and heat development inside.

An improved thread stability inside the flex disc 
optimises breaking load, whilst the full surface, 
increases torque resistance up to 3,000 Nm. The flex 
disc also reduces torque peaks and boasts wavelength 
frequency damping and sound insulation. The rubber 
blend of the flex disc is heat-resistant up to 130 °C 
(270 °F), whilst OE parts can usually only withstand 
temperatures up to 90 °C. 

MEYLE currently offers 80 MEYLE-HD flex disc 
references, including Mercedes, BMW, VW, Audi 
applications, with many more to come in 2021. 



Dayco presents its new range of Thermostats. Designed and manufactured to 
meet the most stringent OEM specifications. Dayco Thermostats guarantee 
reduced fuel consumption, emissions, wear and tear.

Dayco Thermostats. 
The right temperature, 
in the shortest possible time

DAYCO_ADV_ATV_Range_B_210x297mm_ENG.indd   1 11/07/19   14:16

http://www.dayco.com
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Tag us in your photos:
#InductionInnovations

www.theinductor.co.uk
+44 (0)1953 859138

The Mini-Ductor Venom generates Invisible Heat® to release metal from 
corrosion and thread lock compounds without the dangers of open 
flames and up to 90% faster - 3/4” nuts are turned red hot in seconds.

APPLICATIONS:
> Seatbelt Bolts
> Lug Nuts
> Suspension
> Fuel Tank Straps

> O2 Sensors 
> Brakes
> Inline Connectors
> And 100’s more!

INCLUDES:
> Carry Case
> 7/8” Pre-Formed Coil
> 23” U-Form Coil
> 41” Bearing Buddy Coil

Mini-Ductor® Venom®

Available through your local motor stockist.

TEST EVERY BATTERY 
The battery experts at VARTA are 
recommending technicians check the 
status of all car batteries entering the 
workshop and is more important than 
ever as so many cars have not been used 
as regularly as they normally would have. 

Technical representative Andy Cook, 
explained: “Lots of cars have been stood 
still for months on end, therefore the 
alternator has not had chance to re-
charge the battery. This, along with a 
hot spring/summer last year, has led to 
many batteries failing and leaving people 
stranded, particularly over the winter 
months where cold weather means the 
battery has to work harder to start the 
engine.” 

It is good practice to use a battery tester to 
determine if the battery is in a good state 
of health, or needs attention, and with over a third of vehicles 
now having a start-stop system, it’s vital that a workshop has an 
up-to-date tester, that can also accurately test Absorbent Glass 
Mat (AGM) and Enhanced Flooded Batteries (EFB).

As highlighted by a recent GiPA study, the UK is seeing an 
ageing car parc; there is now a greater number of cars over 13 
years old on UK roads, in which the battery has either never 

been changed or was changed a long time ago. It is unlikely 
this will change in the short term, as more car owners are 
postponing plans to buy a new car because of the uncertain 
economic situation. 

The VARTA Partner Portal helps technicians identify the correct 
battery for every vehicle and it also provides step-by-step fitting 
instructions. 

www.bit.ly/VartaPortal

https://theinductor.co.uk/product/mini-ductor-venom-mdv-888/
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AGEING VEHICLE PARC OPPORTUNITIES  
People are holding onto their cars for longer and 
ensuring these older vehicles conform with higher MOT 
emission standards requires correct diagnosis of engine 
management components and use of quality sensors when 
replacement is required.

Hella created TechWorld, a free to access portal, to support 
technicians with step-by-step repair guides and fault 
diagnoses.  “Technicians are clearly familiar with the items 
that most regularly need to be replaced – air mass sensors 
and oxygen (lambda) sensors, as well as exhaust gas 
pressure and temperature sensors etc. – but with ever more 
complex vehicles, it’s the job of getting to the root of the 
problem that’s often the greatest challenge,” says Product & 

Brand Manager, Matthew Smart.

“The air mass sensor is a great example of a product 
that is often misdiagnosed as the fault part, when in fact 
the underlying cause is another component. By using 
TechWorld, technicians suspecting the air mass sensor is 
the problem can easily check by following the step-by-step 
guide to determine whether it is, or isn’t, the issue.

“Should an air quality sensor fail, the current industry 
perception is that replacements are only available from VM 
dealers. This however is not the case because HELLA also 
manufactures air quality sensors, and these feature in its 
existing aftermarket programme, so always check with the 
factor first.”

www.hella.com/techworld/uk

TIME-SAVING FEATURE & THERMAL 
IMAGING TOOL  
One of the new time-saving features included in the latest Snap-
on diagnostic software release is the Service Resets & Relearns 
feature for the ZEUS. This automatically checks top repairs from 
the SureTrack resource, plus technical service bulletins, to ensure 
all resets and relearns are performed. 

Meanwhile, Snap-on suggests using its Diagnostic Thermal 
Imager Elite tool as part of a pre-check routine, to detect vehicle 
faults that aren’t visible to the naked eye.

“We hear frequently from professional technicians that adding a 
pre-check with our Diagnostic Thermal Imager Elite has helped 
them make more informed diagnostic decisions and save 
time by avoiding concealed repair issues,” said Natalia Guath, 
Marketing Manager, Snap-on Diagnostics. “Using the Diagnostic 
Thermal Imager Elite together with a Snap-on diagnostic 
scanner improves productivity even further, allowing shops 
to efficiently diagnose and repair more vehicles and enhance 
customer communications.”

Using infrared technology, it reveals heat caused by friction, 
electrical resistance, and pressure changes, helping technicians 
track down vehicle faults and find the fix faster. It delivers 
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detailed images composed of 4,800 distinct temperature zones, 
making extreme temperatures up to 450 ºC visible anywhere 
under the bonnet or around the car. A database of automotive 
applications, guided tests and reference images helps 
technicians interpret results.

When the Diagnostic Thermal Imager Elite is combined with 
Snap-on diagnostic scanner platforms that offer pre- and post-
scan reports, including ZEUS, TRITON-D8, APOLLO-D8, VERUS, 
MODIS, SOLUS and ETHOS families, technicians can confirm 
diagnoses and repairs. The pre-scan code identification helps 
speed the diagnosis and repair, and when followed by a post-
scan after work is finished, confirms all work was completed 
properly. Reports can be printed or emailed to customers as 
well as used to fulfil mandates by the manufacturers and many 
insurance companies for pre- and post-collision work.

To learn more, visit diagnostics.snapon.co.uk/dti-elite or talk 
to a Snap-on franchisee.

https://www.snapon.com/EN/UK/Diagnostics/Products/Diagnostic-Thermal-Imager-Elite
https://www.hella.com/techworld/uk/
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Now vaccinate your vehicles
The complete solution to vehicle infection control

The Airco Shield Purifier harnesses the natural disinfectant
power of ozone (O3) to cleanse vehicles of

● Viruses, Bacteria, and other Germs

● Odours of all kinds

● Tobacco smoke and allergens

It purifies the air, destroying contaminants on hard surfaces,
fabric upholstery, and in the hidden air channels where
germs and odours accumulate unseen.

Add our BS-EN Certified Airco Shield hand and surface
sanitisers with up to 99.999% kill rate, face Visor and our
quick acting sanitiser sprays and you’re all set.

Call us today +44 (0)1622 816955
customers@primalec.co.uk | www.primalec.com
Primalec, Nettlestead Green, Nr. Maidstone, Kent ME18 5HD, England.

SAFEGUARD YOUR CUSTOMERS, YOUR STAFF AND YOUR BUSINESS

Primalec Vaccinate your vehicles ad 190x130mm.qxp_Layout 1  10/02/2021  12:09  Page 1
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OIL FEED PIPE RANGE  
Turbo remanufacturer 
Carwood, introduces a range 
of OE and OE matching oil 
feed pipes, offering more 
than 200 fast-moving and 
specialist part numbers, 
including BorgWarner, Garrett, Mitsubishi, IHI and Mahle parts. 
The range complements its existing range of OE-approved, 
remanufactured turbochargers – technical support, online 
cataloguing and next-day delivery are also available. 

“As more and more manufacturers turn to turbochargers to 
improve their emissions and fuel economy, more and more 
vehicles will need repair work on these boost enhancing 
products, presenting an exciting opportunity for factors and 
garages alike,” says General Manager Peter Green. 

 “Today’s turbochargers can operate at speeds of over 300,000 
revs per minute, and at temperatures close to 1,000°C. This puts 
a huge strain on the oil, the lifeblood of any vehicle. If its supply 
is restricted, even momentarily, or if it is contaminated, it can 
cause costly damage to the turbo. In severe cases, irreversible 
damage to the engine too. It is always recommended to fit 
new oil feed pipes when replacing or refitting a turbo. Whilst it 
may add a few pounds to the bill, it is much more cost effective 
then having to refit a whole new turbo, saving your customers 
valuable time and money in the long run. As well as ensuring a 
high quality, best practice repair that you know will last.”

www.carwood.co.uk 

MANAGEMENT 
SOFTWARE 
UPDATE  
LKQ Euro Car Parts has 
updated its cloud-based 
Garage Management 
Software, CarSys, which improves service payment 
breakdown and accounting solution integration.

The system uses Haynes Pro data to calculate prices and 
schedule jobs in the workshop and technicians can now 
access a vehicle’s engine oil and spark plug quantities via 
a VRM lookup.

To help garages manage payments more efficiently, 
CarSys now includes the option for both parties to view a 
job’s payment breakdown, along with a record of which 
payments have been taken and what is still owed. It can 
sync with Sage, QuickBooks and Xero.

Anthony McAteer, Trading Director SMR at LKQ Euro Car 
Parts said: “It’s important for garages to stay up to date 
with their customers’ service histories and proactively 
invite them to bring in their vehicles when they’re due. At 
the same time, proactive workload management is key to 
ensuring the right level of resource in the workshop." 

For £49.99 per month, garages can access CarSys for an 
unlimited number of users. 

https://primalec.co.uk/resources/Infection-Control-SPDEC20-Offer-Public.pdf
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Opus IVS OEM master technicians support customers in 
the automotive aftermarket via its IVS 360 diagnostic to 
workshops and technicians globally.

Using the DrivePro’s diagnostic software and extensive product 
knowledge, the IVS 360 team identifies the cause and steps 
needed to fix vehicle faults, providing technicians with the 
confidence to repair the most complex vehicles fast with live 
repair guidance from OEM brand-specific master technicians.

Opus IVS' experts connect remotely, in real time, directly to 
vehicle communication systems to diagnose, program and 
calibrate vehicles. 

“I am over the moon with the DrivePro and the level of 
support that the Opus IVS team provide my business through 
their IVS 360 diagnostic support service. The service and the 
device are an excellent asset to G&R Autos.” 

Greg Howard, Owner, G&R Autos

A recent IVS 360 case during lockdown involved a BMW E6x, 
which displayed engine oil pressure and engine warning lights, 
as well as a noisy engine. The IVS 360 team supported the 
customer with the following advice…

Make: BMW 
• E6x (2002 - 2017) 
• E8x (2002 - 2017) 
• E9x (2005 - 2017)

Additional Information: Affects N43 petrol engines 
Issue: Engine Oil pressure warning light on, engine warning 
light on and noisy engine.

Symptoms: 
1. Oil pressure warning light on 
2. Engine warning light on 
3. Noisy engine.

Fault codes presented: 
30C1 - Engine oil pressure control when engine static DME - 
ENGINE ECU 

Opus IVS 360  
case study

The Fix 
1. Oil check 
Check and correct the engine oil level.

2. Quick test 
Carry out a quick test using your Opus IVS diagnostic tool.

3. Check the oil filter 
If the fault code 30C1 is stored and present, check and make 
sure the oil filter has not twisted and broken up inside the oil 
filter housing. If it has, you will need to replace it and re-test.

4. Oil filter OK or fault still present? 
If the oil filter is OK, or the fault is still present after 
replacement, you will need to check the oil pressure. You can 
do this with the DrivePRO in DME >> Diagnosis requests >> 
Motor operating values >> Oil pressure. Make sure the engine 
is at the correct operating temperature.

The oil pressure should be a minimum of 1.5 Bar at idle, at 
operating temperature and 2.2-3.0 bar during controlled 
pressure at operating temperature.

It is advised to check the oil pressure with an external pressure 
gauge. This is done by using the special tools that BMW 
provide to carry this task out (11 9 240, 13 3 061, 13 3 063).

This will give you the live readings for the oil pressure so you 
can compare to the sensor reading to eliminate a faulty sensor.

Opus IVS helps independent automotive workshops 
repair the most complex vehicles fast with diagnostics, 
programming and live repair guidance from OE brand-
specific master technicians.  For further information, email 
sales-uk@opusivs.com or visit www.opusivs-uk.com/at-
online-contact-us. 

Tools Required: 
 

• Multimeter 
• Oscilloscope 
• Power Probe/Activation Tool 
• BMW Oil Pressure testing kit (11 9 240) 
• BMW Oil Pressure testing kit (13 3 061) 
• BMW Oil Pressure testing kit (13 3 063)

Parts Required: 
 

• Engine Oil 
• Oil Filter 
• Oil Pressure Switch 
• Oil Pressure Control Valve 
• Timing Chain, Guides and Fixings 
• Oil Pump 
• Sump Gasket
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Now approaching a decade-old, the transverse-focussed MQB 
platform underpins the Arteon, which is also used on a variety of 
Volkswagen, Seat, Skoda, and Audi models, of varying sizes

Five years after the remarkable but ill-fated Phaeton 
ceased production, Volkswagen seeks to tempt the 
executive sector with its less ambitious Arteon, leading 
Rob Marshall to focus on the changes made to the 
face-lifted version's familiar running gear

You might be forgiven for thinking that the Arteon is entirely 
new, when the model was introduced in 2017. This makes it 
likely that the earliest examples could enter your workshops 
fairly soon, if they have not done so already. Despite being a 
relatively high-end offering, the imposing Arteon is based on 
tried-and-tested Volkswagen Group components from lower 
in the range. Its MQB platform is shared with numerous other 
transverse-engined models, from the current Tiguan SUV to 
Audi's TT. Its mechanical entrails are also scattered across VW's 
empire.

Last year, the model received a series of cosmetic and 
technical updates. While a Shooting Brake (estate) body now 
complements the existing Fastback (hatchback), the running 
gear is also enhanced. While some performance enthusiasts 
may be disappointed at the lack of an exciting ex-Bentley 
W12 unit, there is no doubt that most aftermarket technicians 
appreciate the familiar range of upgraded TSI and TDI engines, 
which makes-up the bulk of the Arteon family. A petrol-hybrid 
PHEV will be announced soon but much of that debuted 
already, powering another model. 

Twin-dosed Diesels 
Considering, somewhat unfairly, that Volkswagen took the 
majority of the flack over diesel-gate, the fact that it continues 
to develop compression-ignition technology is a brave (and 
correct) strategy. Based on the EA189 unit, the Arteon's 2.0-litre 
EA288 is available with either 150PS or 200PS outputs. As 

New Car Focus: Volkswagen Arteon – 
posh frock, everyday tech

Volkswagen is keen to avoid another embarrassing and costly 
scandal, both versions boast not one but two SCR systems, in a 
bid to suppress NOx emissions by up to 80%. The system works 
by having one oxidising catalytic converter bolted directly to 
the engine. The first SCR catalytic converter is housed within 
the diesel particulate filter, positioned directly next to it. 
This set-up not only facilitates an extremely rapid warm-up 
time but also enhances NOx treatment at reduced exhaust 
temperatures, experienced during low-load conditions, such as 
driving in built-up urban areas. 

The second SCR and accompanying AdBlue injector is situated 
further downstream within the exhaust front-pipe. There, 
exhaust gas temperatures can be up to 100oC lower but NOx 
emissions are treated more effectively in this position during 
high-load conditions. Volkswagen claims that the twin-
dosing layout means that at least one of the SCR converters 
is at its optimum temperature range, dependent on the 
driving conditions. The manufacturer also notes that AdBlue 
consumption remains the same as that in an equivalent single 
SCR system, because the twin-dosing set-up works more 
efficiently. 
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The 1.5 TSI petrol engine has been available since late 2016 and 
boasts many technical updates to achieve low emissions and 
higher efficiency

Baby kangaroo 
The base 1.5-litre TSI Evo petrol engine is a member of the 
familiar EA211 family, which replaced the earlier 1.4-litre TSI, 
when introduced in late 2016. This GDI unit boasts an Early 
Intake Valve Closure (EIVC) combustion cycle, with a relatively 
high 12.5:1 compression ratio and Volkswagen's Cylinder 
deactivation technology. Considerable effort has focussed 
on reducing friction, and therefore fuel consumption and 
CO2 emissions, assisted in no small part by the low-viscosity 
0W20 oil. Volkswagen claims that the 1.5-litre TSI Evo is the 
first production GDI engine to possess an electronically-
controlled variable geometry turbocharger. While this unit 
has been fitted already to other Volkswagen Group products, 
the motoring press has reported a number of complaints 
about these engines, hesitating badly as they warm-up. 
We understand that a software issue is to blame, for which 
Volkswagen has made various updates, but we have come 
across several reports that the issue persists, despite the 
efforts of UK dealers.

Engine by Ralf 
Alternatively, the Arteon can be specified with a 2-litre 
EA888 direct-injection turbocharged petrol unit, developing 
190PS or 320PS for the high-performance R-TSI model. A 
notable development is the B-Cycle method of combustion, 
employed on the 190PS version. Named after one of 
the company's powertrain engineers, Ralf Budack, the 
development varies inlet valve durations to boost efficiency. 
Where Atkinson/Miller Cycle engines keep the inlet valve 
open for a set period after the engine rises from Bottom 
Dead Centre (BDC), thus expelling some of the air via the 
intake, the Budack Cycle closes the inlet valve before the 
piston reaches BDC. The benefit of these cycles is that the 
piston encounters less resistance after it starts to rise on the 
compression stroke. As the compression ratio and in-cylinder 
temperatures are reduced, the engine becomes more 
efficient and produces fewer CO2 emissions, especially under 
part-load conditions. 

Yet, the Budack Cycle makes the engine is less powerful. 
Volkswagen's solution involves adjusting the inlet valve 
timing during high load/full throttle situations so that the 
timing returns to that of the more conventional Otto Cycle. 

www.castrol.com/autotechnician
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The diesel engines boast 

twin SCR technology

Most models employ the familiar 7-speed DSG twin-clutch 
automated manual gearboxes in either front driven, or 
4Motion all-wheel-drive. The eHybrid uses the 6-speed 
DQ400e DSG, which not only houses the three-phase electric 
motor but also employs three clutches instead of two. The 
extra clutch disconnects the combustion engine. Volkswagen 
UK told AT that, regardless of the DSG gearbox employed, 
they all possess wet clutches.

It achieves this by switching to another camshaft lobe that 
possesses a different profile. The method by which it does this 
is interesting but not novel, as fans of Honda's VTEC will attest. 
Even so, the simplest ideas tend to be the most reliable. While 
controlled via the engine management system, a hydraulically-
actuated sliding pin is employed that effects the change 
between lobes. 

New but inherited tech: The Arteon eHybrid 
A high-voltage front-driven Arteon PHEV (Plug-In Electric 
Vehicle) is due to benefit from the Passat GTE's drivetrain. 

Therefore, it is a high-voltage Parallel Series hybrid design; 
both the engine and electric motor drive the wheels together, 
or independently, through a 6-speed DSG dual wet clutch 
automated manual gearbox. The 1.4-litre TSI engine develops 
156PS, with the electric motor contributing 115PS. The lithium-
ion battery aids weight distribution on this front-wheel-drive 
PHEV, by being positioned just ahead of the rear axle. We 
presume this reduces the petrol tank capacity slightly, as it 
does with the Passat GTE. According to official WLTP figures, 
the e-Hybrid Arteon can be driven for up to 39 miles on 
pure-electric alone but it will be a while before independent 
repairers start to see that model in any numbers.

Summary: Charging more for an Arteon hatchback than 
a Passat saloon is certainly a break from convention. Yet, 
beneath the attractive suit lies the same entrails of the less 
expensive but more conservative models. While the Arteon 
is likely to remain relatively rare, technicians need not be 
apprehensive. Prices start from £33,965 for the 1.5-litre TSI 
6-speed manual to £41,980 for the 2.0-litre TDI 4Motion 
7-speed DSG. Prices for the Shooting Brake and Hybrid 
models have yet to be released.
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